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Abstract

The term machine-to-machine (M2M) communication identifies any fully automated
communication between intelligent devices, autonomous from human intervention.
M2M communication is a key enabling technology for the Internet of Things (IoT),
where it is used to provide ubiquitous connectivity between a large number of
intelligent devices. M2M technologies find applications in numerous emerging
use cases, such as smart metering, smart cities, intelligent transportation systems,
eHealth monitoring, and surveillance/security. The service requirements placed on
M2M communication can vary greatly depending on the intended area of applica-
tion. In general, M2M applications are characterized by the high number of devices
communicating with one another through sporadic and short transmissions. The
devices are generally distributed over wide areas without easy access to the power
grid, relying for their energy supply on batteries and energy harvesting. Therefore,
the design of M2M communication technologies should meet the goal of supporting
a large number of connected devices while retaining low energy consumption.
One of the obstacles to achieving this goal is the high level of interference that can
be present on the channel if a large number of M2M devices decide to transmit
within a short period of time. To understand how to overcome this obstacle, it is
necessary to explore new and old design options available in the channel access
of M2M communication. The aim of this work is to study the performance and
propose improvements to the channel access mechanisms of M2M communication
technologies operating in the unlicensed frequency spectrum. The two technologies
discussed in this thesis are IEEE 802.11ah and LoRaWAN. The performance metrics
that have been considered consistently throughout this work are the scalability
and energy efficiency of the investigated channel access mechanisms, which are
especially critical to massive M2M.

The first part of the thesis focuses on the IEEE 802.11ah standard and its medium
access mechanism with station grouping. An analytical model of the grouping
mechanism of IEEE 802.11ah combined with enhanced distributed channel access
(EDCA) is presented to assess the quality of service (QoS) differentiation available
in IEEE 802.11ah. The throughput and delay of the access categories of EDCA
are investigated for different group size and composition. The results reveal that
grouping is effective at increasing the throughput of both high and low priority
access categories up to 40% compared to the case without groups. A redesign of the
access mechanism of IEEE 802.11ah is proposed to realize a hybrid channel access
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for energy efficient uplink data transmission. The numerical results show that for
a wide range of contending M2M devices and even for the relatively small frame
size of 256 bytes, the use of an hybrid channel access can help reducing the average
energy consumption of the devices per successful uplink frame transmission. In
the considered scenarios, the proposed MAC mechanism was able to reduce the
average energy consumption per successful transmission up to 55% compared to
standard approach.

The second part of the thesis focuses on LoRa, with an investigation on the per-
formance of alternative random channel access mechanisms in LoRaWAN. The con-
nection between the channel access mechanism and the intensity of interference in
LoRa networks is characterized for pure Aloha, slotted Aloha, and CSMA channel
access. The results reveal several assisting guidelines on the design and selection of a
medium access solution within LoRa’s parameter space: device density, service area,
and spreading factor allocation. An out-of-band synchronization mechanism based
on FM-Radio Data System (FM-RDS) is proposed to achieve synchronous channel ac-
cess in LoRa. The throughput and fairness results for the proposed communication
show the clear advantages of synchronous communication in LoRa, meanwhile, the
use of out-of-band synchronization reduces the usage of LoRa channels, improving
the scalability. The timing errors of FM-RDS are evaluated combining experimental
approach and analytical methods. The observations reveal that despite the poor ab-
solute synchronization, FM-RDS can effectively be used to realize time-slotted com-
munication in LoRa, with performance similar to those obtained by more accurate
but expensive time-dissemination technologies. Finally, a comprehensive model of
the interference in neighboring clusters of LoRa devices is proposed, highlights the
disruptive effects of the inter-cluster interference on the transmissions success prob-
ability, particularly for the devices using the largest spreading factors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today, we are surrounded by machines. Sometimes, these machines are in plain sight
like the smartphone that we carry in our pocket. The vast majority, however, help us
in our everyday lives while we barely know they are there. The advent of integrated
circuits and the miniaturization of ever more powerful microprocessors and micro-
controllers has enabled the creation of the so-called embedded systems that are now
everywhere. Embedded systems bring computational capabilities within objects that
we use in our daily lives, transforming them into smart objects. Almost in parallel,
the advancement in wireless communications has brought pervasive connectivity
with ever-increasing access speeds at lower costs. The combination of these two
trends has been essential to the development of machine-to-machine (M2M) com-
munication [1]. The term M2M communication can refer to any communication be-
tween devices that is independent of human intervention. M2M communication has
been around since the 1970s when it was first applied to telephone networks. Since
then, the advent of the Internet, the widespread application of wireless communica-
tion technologies, and the miniaturization of electronic devices have made it easier
and cheaper than ever to make devices communicate together [2].

The sectors that can benefit from M2M communication are numerous: from elec-
tric power distribution to the automotive sector. The trend for the future is that the
number of devices using M2M communication will keep growing, driven by the vi-
sion of the Internet of Things (IoT) and the predicted growth in the number of IoT
devices [3].

This thesis focuses on analyzing the medium access control (MAC) mechanisms
for M2M communication in the unlicensed spectrum. The objective of this work is to
investigate MAC design choices and understand their effects on the scalability and
energy efficiency of candidate wireless communication technologies for M2M. Two
technologies in particular have been considered, both operating in the sub-1 GHz
unlicensed spectrum and recent proposals: IEEE 802.11ah and LoRaWAN. While
they have been proposed for use in M2M and IoT applications with a high number
of connected devices, they target different use cases, which has led to two very dif-
ferent designs for their MAC layer. IEEE 802.11ah is adapted more for use in short-
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range M2M communication within a few hundreds meters, with data rates that can
support some of the traffic-intense applications, such as sensor networks, backhaul
aggregation, and cellular offloading. LoRaWAN offers a longer range with effec-
tive transmission distances of a few kilometers, focuses on energy efficiency, and is
only able to provide data rates of a few tens of kbps, enough to support wide area
monitoring and sensing applications. Despite their differences, IEEE 802.11ah and
LoRaWAN have both accrued much interest in recent years, possibly because they
offer an extensive set of parameters, which makes them compelling case studies for
the investigation and design of alternative MAC mechanisms for M2M.

1.1 Problem Statement and Research Objective

There is a wide range of M2M applications with different characteristics and require-
ments, to name a few: intelligent transportation, smart homes, smart cities, smart
grid and waste managements [4]. A useful binary classification of M2M commu-
nication, according to the application requirements distinguishes between massive
M2M and critical M2M [5]. Massive M2M is characterized by the large number of
devices that can attempt to communicate in a short time. Massive M2M typically in-
cludes delay-tolerant applications such as smart metering and telemetry, while crit-
ical M2M refers to the communication of critical data requiring high reliability and
short delays. Examples of M2M applications that require high reliability combined
with low latency are factory automation, eHealth, and vehicular communications.

The large number of connected devices in M2M communication poses many chal-
lenges [4], especially for effective coordination of channel access in the unlicensed
spectrum. The communication reliability required by critical M2M applications is
difficult to obtain, not only because of the notoriously unreliable wireless chan-
nel but also because of the large number of potential interferers. It is important
to have a scalable solution allowing efficient communication by a large number of
devices. Additional requirements can be identified as the capability of differentiat-
ing between traffic types, offering each a different level of quality of service (QoS)
guarantee [6]. Moreover, in many M2M applications, the devices are expected to be
powered by batteries and able to achieve a lifetime that, in some cases, should be
measured in years. The design of the channel access mechanisms for M2M should
therefore not only aim to overcome the challenges posed by the communication char-
acteristic but also to do so while being energy efficient.

1.1.1 Scope

In this work, the focus is placed on massive M2M in unlicensed bands. For an ef-
fective M2M communication solution, each aspect of the communication technology
needs to be designed with respect to the present and future challenges. M2M com-
munication faces many challenges, including scalability, spectrum efficiency, wide-
area coverage, energy consumption, mobility, security, and unit cost. These chal-
lenges have not equal priority in all use cases of M2M communication.
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This work discusses two in particular, as they are arguably the most important for
massive M2M communication: 1) communication scalability, and 2) energy efficiency.
In the context of this work, scalability is defined as the maximum number of devices that
can be deployed while achieving a certain level of reliability. Scalability is a relative metric
that depends on the minimum level of reliability that is required from the commu-
nication. Subsequently, the definition of reliability must be provided in this context.
Reliability is the intended probability that a device is successful in its transmission on the first
attempt without relying on time or frequency diversity techniques. Finally, energy efficiency
is defined as the amount of energy required by a device to transmit its data successfully; this
is a device-level metric and includes both the energy used to contend for channel
access and the energy used for retransmissions.

There are many perspectives from which scalability and energy efficiency
of M2M communications can be investigated. According to the Open Systems
Interconnection model (OSI model), the communication functions of a device in
a telecommunication network can be separated into seven layers of a stack [7].
Each layer provides a specific set of functionalities, with the goal of providing
end-to-end communication between devices in a network. With the OSI model as
reference, this work focuses exclusively on aspects related to the first two layers
of the stack (i.e., Physical and Data Link). A large part of the thesis focuses on the
MAC sublayer of the Data Link layer. The functionality of the MAC layer consists
primarily of managing the access of the devices on the shared medium, which has
strong repercussions for the scalability and energy efficiency of the communication.

This study focuses on technologies operating in unlicensed bands because: 1)
they are more accessible for both private and public use, and 2) they present the
most challenging scenario due to the lack of dedicated spectrum resources [8]. Two
M2M technologies operating in the unlicensed bands are considered in this work:
IEEE 802.11ah and LoRa. Both are promising technologies for M2M communica-
tion, designed to provide low-power communication to thousands of devices. How-
ever, outside the common goal and the fact that both operate in the sub-1 GHz ISM
band, IEEE 802.11ah and LoRa have very few similarities. IEEE 802.11ah, along with
ZigBee/BLE, is designed for short-range communication (i.e., < 1 km) and is only
suitable for interconnecting devices in the same local area [9]. LoRa is designed
for wide area coverage with a transmission distance that is roughly 10 times that
of IEEE 802.11ah, more similar to cellular coverage. IEEE 802.11ah is classified as
a wireless neighborhood area network (WNAN), whereas LoRa is among the most
adopted examples of low-power wide-area networks (LPWAN) [10]. LoRa is a pro-
prietary chirp spread spectrum (CSS) technology in contrast to IEEE 802.11ah, which
uses orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM). LoRa uses a straightfor-
ward access mechanism based on pure Aloha, while IEEE 802.11ah has a compar-
atively complex access mechanism, a combination of coarse TDMA with the dis-
tributed coordination function (DCF) of Wi-Fi. These differences result from the fact
that IEEE 802.11ah and LoRa are tailored for different use cases of the M2M/IoT
vision. The combination of these and others unlicensed technologies mentioned
in Chapter 2.1 allows covering the large majority and diversity of most IoT use
cases [11]. A comparison between IEEE 802.11ah and LoRa is not among the ob-
jectives of this work; the two are studied separately as complementary technologies.
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1.1.2 Research Objective

The overall objective of this thesis is to investigate design aspects of the medium ac-
cess control mechanisms in M2M technologies, especially, managing and coordinat-
ing the channel access of the large number of M2M devices expected to be deployed
in future massive M2M networks. Two goals have been formulated that have guided
the research presented in this work. The thesis includes four peer-reviewed articles
and one submitted manuscript; the connection between the articles and the research
goal is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.

Goal 1: Investigate scalability and energy efficiency of candidate M2M communication
technologies in the unlicensed spectrum.
The first goal this work seeks to achieve is to develop a better understanding of the
scalability and energy efficiency of some of the proposed M2M technologies operat-
ing in unlicensed bands. The usefulness of this goal is dual. First, it provides useful
information to both the research and industrial communities on the performance of
adopted M2M communication technologies. Second, it can reveal limitations of the
investigated technologies that can guide the new proposals for enhancements. For
practical reason, the research is focused on two of the many candidate technologies
for M2M communication: LoRaWAN and IEEE 802.11ah. They represent a new gen-
eration of wireless communication technologies specifically designed for IoT connec-
tivity and not predating it. From a research prospective, compared to more mature
technologies, they still have many aspects which are not well understood, especially
concerning the design of their parameters.

Goal 2: Propose, design, and analyze enhancements to the channel access mechanism
of the investigated M2M communication technologies for massive connectivity in the
unlicensed spectrum.
The second goal of this thesis is to investigate enhancements to channel access
methods of M2M communication technologies to improve scalability and energy-
efficiency. There are many possible performance metrics that could have been
studied, especially in the QoS category (e.g., communication delay). The choice
of focusing on scalability and energy-efficiency is because to these two metrics
both LoRaWAN and IEEE 802.11ah have given strong importance. Given that both
technologies operate in the unlicensed bands, enhancements of other aspects of
the communication, such as latency and reliability, offer challenging problems.
The recent proposal of LoRaWAN and IEEE 802.11ah, together with their large
parameter space, means that there is still a need for more studies to investigate
possible enhancements in their performance for massive M2M. For these reasons,
the author made the conscious choice of focusing on enhancing the ‘energy and
scalability’ instead of ‘delay and reliability’ aspects of the two technologies, while
the later aspects are important for critical M2M communication.
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1.2 Research Questions

From the research goals, two separate sets of research questions were formulated
pertaining to IEEE 802.11ah and LoRaWAN.

Research Question 1

Can the grouping-based MAC protocol of IEEE 802.11ah support densely populated net-
works while providing traffic QoS differentiation?

IEEE 802.11ah uses a grouping-based access mechanism, in which stations are
divided into disjoint groups and each one is assigned a time window in which sta-
tions can contend for channel access. The contention for accessing the channel uses
the rules of DCF or enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA). Whereas previous
studies in the literature have conducted detailed analysis of grouping-based access
in DCF [12, 13, 14], EDCA has not received the same attention. EDCA is an access
mechanism proposed in IEEE 802.11e for statistical QoS provisioning in WLANs
based on CSMA/CA with binary exponential backoff (BEB). The most interesting
aspect of this study is evaluating whether the proven effectiveness of EDCA in pro-
viding traffic differentiation in WLANs is preserved when EDCA is combined with
station grouping in M2M scenarios. EDCA presents a well-known starvation ef-
fect that can cause low priority traffic to be starved of resources (i.e., transmission
opportunities) [15]. Given the possibility of thousands of devices being simultane-
ously active in densely populated M2M networks, investigating the occurrence and
avoidance of these phenomena is of foremost importance to the design of the MAC
parameters of IEEE 802.11ah networks.

Research Question 2

Is it possible to increase the energy efficiency of IEEE 802.11ah by adapting the grouping-
based MAC protocol of IEEE 802.11ah into a hybrid random/scheduled access protocol?

Energy consumption is critical in many of the M2M/IoT use cases targeted by
IEEE 802.11ah. IEEE 802.11ah introduces a powerful grouping mechanism that al-
lows control or at least limiting of the contention in the network, with the conse-
quence of reducing collisions and idle listening. However, to achieve the best perfor-
mance in terms of scalability and energy efficiency, the parameters of the grouping
mechanism have to be dynamically adapted to the varying traffic load in the net-
work. Estimating the traffic load in networks using a grouping-based MAC protocol
can be difficult. Hybrid random/scheduled access protocols can be a valid alterna-
tive to provide the flexibility required to adapt the channel access parameters to the
traffic loads in the network.
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Research Question 3

Can more advanced random access techniques ameliorate the interference level in a Lo-
RaWAN network without compromising energy efficiency?

LoRaWAN use cases typically exhibit dominant uplink traffic from a large num-
ber of devices sporadically transmitting small messages to the gateway. Without
the presence of deterministic traffic among its applications, LoRaWAN employs a
random access scheme to use radio resources. The design of LoRaWAN is aimed
at minimizing energy consumption, which means that the access mechanism has to
be simple and introduce as little communication overhead as possible. Pure Aloha
is the simplest form of blind random access and, thanks to its simplicity, has been
selected for use by LoRaWAN. However, Aloha is not particularly efficient at using
the channel bandwidth, suffering, in particular, from instability problems and low
throughput at high traffic loads. In scenarios where scalability and energy efficiency
are of foremost importance, pure Aloha is of little help, and LoRaWAN entrusts the
LoRa PHY modulation with its quasi-orthogonal virtual channel to support these
use cases. More advanced random access schemes could improve LoRaWAN scala-
bility and transmission success probability; however, the increasing complexity and
energy consumption brought by more advanced access mechanisms have to be in-
cluded in any analysis. In the literature, the most notable research gap is in the lack
of a system-level analysis of the performance of random access mechanisms in LoRa,
with most of the literature articles on the subject proposing ad-hoc solutions.

Research Question 4

Can out-of-band time dissemination technologies be used to realize synchronous communi-
cation in LoRa?

Synchronization between devices is not only useful in many M2M applications
but also a requirement to implement more reliable channel access mechanisms. In
the case of LoRa, pure Aloha channel access could be replaced by slotted Aloha,
immediately doubling the capacity. In the sub-1 GHz frequencies, bandwidth is a
precious and scarce resource that should be used for the transmission of the device
data whenever possible. When presenting Research Question 3, it was mentioned
that the access mechanism must introduce the minimum possible communication
overhead. In-band synchronization represents an overhead that, whenever possible,
should be avoided. While in-band synchronization mechanisms have been proposed
for LoRa in the literature, these tend to limit the communication scalability. It is
interesting to study out-of-band synchronization solutions to understand whether
they can be applied to LoRa. Two main issues preventing the use of out-of-band
synchronization in LoRa are the energy consumption, and the deployment cost due
to the additional hardware. Both must be considered when proposing an out-of-
band synchronization solution for LoRa.
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Research Question 5

How much is LoRaWAN affected by interference in dense scenarios with multiple clusters of
LoRa devices?

With the growing popularity of LoRaWAN and increasing number of deployed
LoRa devices, it is becoming more important to study the interference from neigh-
boring clusters of LoRa devices. It could be possible, particularly in urban and sub-
urban environments, to find multiple neighboring private LoRa networks. Some of
the works in the literature, were successful in modeling the interference in a single
gateway scenario using stochastic geometry. A similar approach could be considered
for modeling the interference in the presence of multiple clusters of LoRa devices.
Unfortunately, due to the characteristic allocations of the spreading factors in annu-
lar regions, which tend to occur in LoRa as a result of the adaptive data rate (ADR)
mechanism, the interfering devices are not uniformly distributed. This represent an
atypical scenario for stochastic geometry modeling of wireless communications .

1.3 Research Methodology

The objective of the research conducted was to gain further knowledge on the MAC-
layer designs of wireless communication technologies for M2M. Given the numer-
ous and heterogeneous applications that fall within the M2M umbrella term, an ini-
tial literature study was conducted to identify the characteristics, requirements, and
challenges of the different types of M2M communication. From this initial study,
the work focused exclusively on investigating scalability and energy efficiency of
massive M2M technologies in the unlicensed spectrum. A selection process guided
by a second literature review was conducted to identify the most interesting and
promising candidate M2M technologies. At the end of this process, the two technolo-
gies selected were IEEE 802.11ah and LoRaWAN, which at the time, having recently
been proposed, presented the most interesting avenue of research. At this stage the
research questions presented in Section 1.2 were formulated. The study of the two
technologies was conducted using formal techniques, especially in the form of math-
ematical models. This required a good level of familiarity and understanding of the
technologies that was obtained from the study of technical documents and related
research works. The first step in defining the mathematical models was to spec-
ify the problems that needed to be solved and the scenario of interest according to
the research questions. This step allowed to identify the appropriate set of assump-
tions that could be used to simplify the mathematical models [16]. To adequately
describe the random behavior of the MAC and the wireless channels, all the mathe-
matical models presented in this work are dominantly stochastic. The models used
for IEEE 802.11ah can be considered to be purely mechanistic [17], based on the au-
thor’s understanding of the specifications contained in the standard. Conversely, the
models for LoRa combine a mechanistic description of channel access with empirical
observations of frame collisions and capture effects. The mathematical models have
been validated using simulations before being used to predict the performance of
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the technologies and design the critical parameters of MAC layer. Quantitative eval-
uations based on a mathematical analysis of the results of models and simulations
were used to answer the research questions and draw the conclusion.

1.4 Contributions

Answering the research questions, presented in Section 1.2, led to the production of
new knowledge. In general, this work contributes to better understanding the per-
formance of two candidate technologies for massive M2M in the unlicensed spec-
trum by identifying their critical design parameters and exploring the use of alter-
native channel access mechanisms.

The contributions of the peer-reviewed articles, included in this thesis, to the
body of knowledge are summarized as follows:

• Grouping EDCA Assessment (Paper I): A mathematical model of EDCA with
station grouping is developed to answer Research Question 1. The model
predicts the throughput of the priority classes using different grouping param-
eters (i.e., number of groups and active time of each group). The results reveal
that station grouping can be effective in reducing the number of collisions for a
large number of stations. Moreover, within each group, the order of priority for
the traffic is maintained, with higher priority traffic using a larger portion of
the available channel time. Starvation effects for lower priority classes are still
present, however, the starvation point of each traffic class is moved towards
higher loads by the use of grouping.

• Hybrid MAC for IEEE 802.11ah (Paper II): The new MAC mechanisms of
IEEE 802.11ah are combined to realize a hybrid random/scheduled access
mechanism with a contention and reservation phase. Given the recent
approval of the standard, the work presented in Paper II was among the
first to suggest the joint use of the IEEE 802.11ah MAC mechanisms for
contention-free data transmission. Using a contention period to allow the
stations to reserve the channel for their data transmission instead of immedi-
ately transmitting their data means that the solution has the potential to better
adapt to changes in the traffic load over time. The results presented in the
paper show that the proposed mechanism is effective in reducing the average
energy consumption of the stations, especially at high traffic loads.

• Interference Assessment in LoRa Multi Cell Scenario (Paper III): This was
one of the first works published in the literature to model the interference in
neighboring independent LoRa cells. The mathematical model is proposed to
answer Research Question 5. The model considers all possible sources of inter-
ference from LoRa devices: the co-spreading factor, the inter-spreading factor,
and intra- and inter-cell interference. Two point processes have been consid-
ered in the model, one representing purely random gateway deployment and
the other assuming planned distribution of the gateways. The results show the
critical effect of inter-cell interference for the highest spreading factors.
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• Alternative Random Access for LoRa (Paper IV): A study is conducted on
alternative random access mechanisms to replace the pure Aloha channel
access of LoRaWAN. Compared with previous works in the literature, instead
of proposing specific access mechanisms, a general model is provided for
the analysis of the throughput and energy efficiency of pure Aloha, slotted
Aloha, and CSMA when combined with LoRa modulation at the PHY layer.
An overview of the time- and power capture effects of LoRa modulation is
provided in Paper IV and used to formulate the assumptions of the mathemat-
ical model. The results allow a comparison of the performance of LoRa using
these three access mechanisms. The results provide a better understanding
of the achievable performance of LoRa. The answer to which random access
mechanism to use depends on the performance metric considered (i.e., energy
efficiency, reliability) and may differ even for devices in the same network,
depending on the LoRa spreading factor parameter.

• Out-of-band Synchronization for LoRa (Paper V): A synchronization and
transmission mechanism is proposed to replace the pure Aloha uplink
transmission of LoRaWAN. The proposed mechanism is based on the use of
out-of-band synchronization provided by the time-dissemination capabilities
of FM Radio Data Systems (FM-RDS). The uncertainty of the synchronization is
analyzed by combining empirical measurements and mathematical modeling
with propagation of uncertainty. The timeslotted communication is designed
and its performance is investigated in terms of success probability, throughput,
and fairness. The results show that despite the poor absolute synchronization
provided by FM-RDS, the accuracy of the relative synchronization allows the
slotted communication to outperform pure Aloha.

Figure 1.1: Mapping of the publications to the research goals
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1.5 Outline

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 contains background infor-
mation on M2M communication, IEEE 802.11ah, and LoRaWAN. Chapter 3 presents
the analysis of the channel access mechanism used by IEEE 802.11ah and the
design of a hybrid access mechanism for energy-efficient communication in dense
IEEE 802.11ah networks. Chapter 4 contains the analysis and design of random
access mechanisms for LoRa. Chapter 5 provides an analysis of multiple LoRa cells.
Chapter 6 summarizes all the publications included in the thesis, highlighting, the
contributions, novelties, and limitations for each. Chapter 7 includes the conclusions
and future work. The second part of the thesis, contains all the published papers.



Chapter 2

Background

This section reviews the relevant theory on the MAC layer designs of wireless com-
munication in M2M applications. The relevant PHY and MAC layer details of IEEE
802.11ah and LoRaWAN are also presented.

Massive M2M communication is characterized by a large number of devices spo-
radically transmitting messages of a small size. These messages can contain, for ex-
ample, the value of sensors for a monitoring application [18]. Moreover, on small
timescales (up to minutes), human-to-human (H2H) traffic is typically uncoordi-
nated, whereas M2M communication may be correlated, as a response to some event
(e.g., alarms). This gives origin to very different traffic from that which can be found
in H2H communication [19]. The traffic in M2M networks is mostly uplink with a
load that varies over time. The dynamics of the load can be a result of the combina-
tion of periodic traffic, as in the case of a monitoring application, with event-driven
bursty traffic, as in the case of WSN.

2.1 Landscape of M2M Communication Technologies

Given the many applications of M2M communication with diverse needs and re-
quirements, the technologies that have been adopted or proposed for M2M are nu-
merous and heterogeneous. In this section, three broad categories of M2M commu-
nication technologies are presented: local M2M technologies, LPWANs and cellular
technologies.

Local M2M Technologies

Low-power short-range communication technologies are suited to M2M applica-
tions that do not require long transmission distances. For M2M communication in lo-
cal area, wireless sensor networks based on Zigbee(IEEE 802.15.4 [20]) is commonly
used. Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1 [21]) is another low-power wireless technology that

11
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is commonly found in wearable and other consumer electronics. A big leap forward
in the applicability of Bluetooth to M2M has come with Bluetooth 4.0, also known
as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). Compared with regular Bluetooth, BLE cannot han-
dle large amounts of data; however, it offers lower energy consumption and has the
potential to become an essential technology in the IoT vision [22].

IEEE 802.11ah [23] can be described as long-range low-power Wi-Fi operating in
the sub-1 GHz portion of the spectrum. The targeted use cases of this particular Wi-Fi
amendment include support for wireless sensors and metering networks, backhaul
networks for sensors and meters, and the extended range Wi-Fi.

A comparison between IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11ah [24] has shown the latter
as achieving better throughput and delay performance at high traffic loads, although
this is coupled with lower energy efficiency.

Cellular Technologies

Cellular technologies offer higher coverage, which is why even older generations of
cellular technologies (2G and 3G) are widely used for M2M today. In recent years,
3GPP has proposed LTE-MTC (LTE-M) and narrowband IoT (NB-IoT), two cellular
solutions for M2M applications based on the fourth generation of cellular technolo-
gies [25]. In LTE Release 13, two new user equipment categories were introduced:
Category M1 UE for LTE-M and Category NB1 for NB-IoT. NB-IoT was designed
for M2M applications with devices requiring very low data rates and low energy
consumption. It operates with a narrow 200 kHz bandwidth offering a maximum
data rate of 250 kbs. Conversely, LTE-M operates with a 1.4 MHz bandwidth and
is designed for M2M application with higher data rate requirements, up to 1 Mbps,
and lower latency. The most common use cases of NB-IoT include utility meters and
sensors, whereas typical uses cases for Cat-M1 include connected vehicles, wearable
devices, trackers, and alarm panels.

LPWAN

Low-power wide-area network (LPWAN) is a term that identifies wide-area network
technology characterized by low energy consumption and a low available data rate.
These characteristics make LPWAN technology adaptable for use in some M2M ap-
plications [26]. LPWAN technologies tend to operate in sub-1 GHz frequency bands
in order to achieve the desired wide area coverage. Lower frequencies allow for
longer propagation, reducing the path loss and increasing the penetration through
obstacles. Fig. 2.1 shows a comparison of different LPWANs according to their data
rate and coverage distance. Examples of LPWAN technologies include LoRa [27]
and Sigfox [28].

Unlike cellular technologies, LPWANs operating in the unlicensed band are not
capable of supporting the high reliability and low latency requirements of critical
M2M communication. As a consequence, the most demanding M2M applications in
areas such as Industrial IoT, vehicle to vehicle (V2V), and vehicle to infrastructure
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Figure 2.1: Examples of candidate technologies for massive M2M communication in unli-
censed bands

(V2I) applications are unlikely to use LPWAN. However for less demanding M2M
applications, especially in the area of wide area monitoring, LPWANs offer a valid
and cost-effective alternative to cellular M2M. Moreover, a substantial advantage of
LPWANs over cellular M2M, at least from a business perspective, is the fact that it
is relatively easy to create and own a private LPWAN infrastructure operating in the
unlicensed spectrum. Cellular M2M, on the other hand, requires the use of third-
party infrastructure owned by the cellular company, creating dependence on it for
the services.

2.1.1 Channel Access for Massive M2M

One of the critical components in the design of M2M communication technology
is the MAC layer. With the large number of devices in an M2M network, efficient
channel access is critical. After listing the general challenges facing the design of
M2M technologies in previous sections, three major ones relative to the MAC layer
design will be now presented.

The first challenge is to support the communication of a large number of con-
nected devices in M2M applications. At the MAC layer, the challenge is to share the
limited resources (channel air time) between the large number of connected devices.
The available pool of resources is limited, especially because of the constraints placed
on transmitting power, modulation schemes, and bandwidth, due to the energy-
efficiency requirement. The challenge is even harder for technologies operating in
the unlicensed band, such as LoRa and IEEE 802.11ah, due to the possible intra and
inter-technology coexistence problems.

The second challenge is to achieve low energy consumption, so as to support
M2M applications with battery-operated devices. The goal is to allow M2M net-
works with sporadically transmitting devices to operate for years without requiring
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battery replacement. This constraint poses design challenges on both the physical
(PHY) layer and media access control (MAC) layer protocols. Therefore, while, on
the one hand, low transmitting power and high receiver sensitivity are expected, on
the other, the channel access mechanism must be energy aware.

The third challenge is to support heterogeneous traffic patterns, which have two
requirements. The first is the ability to adapt to the changes in traffic load in the net-
work. The second requirement is to provide QoS differentiation between the traffic
types present in the network.

In general, MAC Layer protocols can be divided into three groups [29]: random
access protocols, guaranteed access protocols, and hybrid access protocols. In ran-
dom access protocols, the devices contend for accessing the channel and transmitting
their data. It is possible to have packet collisions if the transmissions of two or more
devices overlap in time. In the guaranteed access protocols, the devices are assigned
dedicated channel resources (time, frequency) for their transmissions. Devices can-
not use the resources assigned to other devices, thus avoiding the risk of packet
collisions. In hybrid access protocols, the devices use a combination of random and
guaranteed access protocols. They are usually designed with two distinct phases. In
the first phase, the devices transmit a request for the resource using a random access
protocol. In the second phase, the devices that were successful in their resource re-
quest are assigned resources for their transmission. In this way, contention is limited
to the first phase in which only small reservation messages are transmitted.

The large number of active devices combined with the sporadic traffic and small
packet sizes in many M2M applications represents a challenge for both random and
guaranteed access protocols. In random access protocols, a large number of trans-
mitting devices can increase the collision probability. Collisions reduce the reliability
of communication, with a subsequent increase in retransmissions, which ultimately
results in increased delay and energy consumption. In particular, this phenomenon
affects the pure Aloha (P-ALOHA) and slotted Aloha (S-ALOHA) random access
mechanisms, which, unless used in conjunction with interference cancellation tech-
niques, offer low channel utilization efficiency. Other sources of energy waste affect-
ing random access protocols using listen before talk (LBT) include idle listening and
overhearing [30].

In guaranteed access protocols, each device avoids collisions by transmitting us-
ing dedicated, i.e., non-shared, channel resources (frequency, time). The lack of colli-
sions in the network means that the guaranteed access mechanisms are very efficient
even at high contention levels. The issue in M2M originates from the heterogeneous
and sporadic nature of the traffic generated. As the number of devices can be very
large, a static assignment of the channel resources to each device can significantly
reduce the channel utilization to the point of being unfeasible. However, because of
the stochastic nature of M2M traffic, it is often difficult to predict when a device will
wants to transmit. Moreover, the guaranteed access protocols tend to introduce more
control and signaling overhead than random access protocols, which are required to
coordinate and schedule the devices’ transmissions.

Hybrid medium access protocols combine aspects from both random and guar-
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anteed access protocols. Using a random access protocol during the first reservation
phase avoids incurring the low channel utilization problem of the guaranteed ac-
cess protocols. The data transmission uses a guaranteed access protocol in which the
channel resources are divided between the active devices that have successfully par-
ticipated in the reservation phase. Collisions can only occur during the contention
phase used to transmit small control messages that signal the active state of a device
and its intention to transmit. Although this does not remove the collision problem
altogether, the effect of each collision is lessened because of the smaller packet size,
reducing the contention delay.

2.2 Overview of IEEE 802.11ah

This section provides an overview of the IEEE 802.11ah standard [31], with partic-
ular attention given to the new MAC layer functionality. The Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) describes the IEEE 802.11ah as a “standard amend-
ment extending range and improving energy efficiency in the Sub 1 GHz band.”
IEEE 802.11ah is a relatively new standard that saw final approval and publication
in 2016. The Wi-Fi Alliance adopted the IEEE 802.11ah standard with the commercial
name Wi-Fi HaLow [32]. According to the Wi-Fi Alliance, HaLow will enable a va-
riety of new power-efficient use cases in the smart home, connected car, and digital
healthcare, as well as industrial, retail, agriculture, and smart city environments.

The standard is an amendment to the IEEE 802.11 family, with which it shares
many characteristics. The IEEE 802.11ah describes the first two layers (PHY and DL)
of the OSI stack. The standard is designed to support a wide range of IoT and M2M
applications. The communication range was increased from the typical few tens of
meters of traditional Wi-Fi to a few hundred meters. This was achieved through the
use of channels with a smaller bandwidth and lower carrier frequency, and by more
robust coding and modulation schemes. The combined effect is that IEEE 802.11ah
allows longer transmission distances for the same transmitting power. The enhanced
range came at the cost of the data rate, which is a fraction of the data rate available in
WLAN. For example, using IEEE 802.11ah with a 2 MHz channel provides at most
28.9 Mbps. The MAC layer has also been adapted for IoT and M2M applications.
In general, all the changes introduced at MAC layer in IEEE 802.11ah are designed
to achieve one of these two objectives: a) reduce the energy consumption of power-
saving stations or b) support dense networks by allowing a single AP to manage the
channel access of thousands of stations.

The most notable differences compared with legacy Wi-Fi are the two new chan-
nel access mechanisms that are detailed in the following two sections. IEEE 802.11ah
makes a distinction between non-power-saving and power-saving stations, each
with its own access mechanism. Non-power-saving stations access the channel
using the restricted access windows (RAW), whereas power-saving stations access
the channel using the target wakeup time (TWT).
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2.2.1 PHY Layer

IEEE 802.11ah operates in the 900 MHz ISM band, benefiting from long-range and
low-power connectivity. Due to the different bands, 900 MHz for Wi-Fi HaLow and
2.4/5 GHz for conventional Wi-Fi, the two technologies can of course not commu-
nicate directly. As showed in Fig. 2.4, the channel bandwidth is 1 and 2 MHz, less
than a tenth of the bandwidth used by Wi-Fi in the 2.4 GHz ISM band; this reduces
the noise bandwidth by a factor of 10, resulting in a higher SNR. IEEE 802.11ah uses
the same OFDM modulation as IEEE 802.11ac, down-clocked 10 times. OFDM sys-
tems such as IEEE 802.11ah, offer high spectral efficiency, however, they are also
susceptible to narrowband interference. LoRa represents a prime example of nar-
rowband interference in the sub-1 GHz bands that could affect the transmission of
IEEE 802.11ah [33].

2.2.2 MAC Layer

The MAC Layer of IEEE 802.11ah inherits most of its characteristics from the legacy
IEEE 802.11 MAC layer. However, a few notable differences can be found since
IEEE 802.11ah is tailored for IoT applications, especially in the channel access mecha-
nism. The typical information exchanged in the M2M applications targeted by IEEE
802.11ah is sensor data of a few tens of bytes, hence significantly smaller than the
typical payload of WLAN networks. A new short MAC header of 12 bytes has been
introduced in IEEE 802.11ah to reduce the overhead. A bidirectional transmission
opportunity (TXOP), allows the AP to exchange one or more uplink and downlink
frames separated by a short inter-frame space (SIFS), allowing a transmitted frame
to function as the implicit acknowledgment to a previously received frame. Sta-
tions are grouped in a hierarchical structure using a new 13-bit association identifier
(AID), allowing the AP to coordinate up to 8191 stations.

IEEE 802.11ah introduces new power-saving mechanisms that allow stations to
sleep for an extended period of time (i.e., hours or days) without being removed from
the list of associated stations or requiring periodic synchronization by the AP. Power-
saving stations do not have to wake up periodically to receive the synchronization
beacon frames transmitted by the AP. In IEEE 802.11ah, the AP can schedule the
power-saving stations’ wake-up time to minimize their risk of collisions.

The channel access mechanism also had to be changed to allow for more efficient
channel access by thousands of devices. Legacy Wi-Fi uses a distributed coordina-
tion function (DCF), a CSMA/CA with binary exponential backoff (BEB). DCF has
been studied extensively, and it is well understood that this mechanism suffers from
scalability issues. IEEE task group ah (TGah) had to propose a new access mecha-
nism capable of supporting thousands of stations while at the same time remaining
as close as possible to the IEEE 802.11 family. The solution adopted was to divide
the non-power-saving stations into groups and assign each group a different time
window for its transmissions. This channel access mechanism makes use of the re-
stricted access windows (RAW) introduced by IEEE 802.11ah. As surveys like [29]
show, the concept of grouping mechanisms, like the one proposed by TGah, is not
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new in the literature.

Restricted Access Window

The RAW is the new mechanism that allows IEEE 802.11ah to combine the
CSMA/CA with the binary exponential backoff (BEB) channel access of the legacy
802.11 standards family with a coarse TDMA. In RAW, stations are divided into
disjoint groups, and each group is assigned time windows within which the stations
can contend for channel access using DCF/EDCA. During a RAW, only stations that
are part of the group to which the RAW is assigned can be active. A RAW is divided
into multiple slots of fixed duration. The slots can be explicitly assigned to stations
in the group or left unassigned for any station to use. Within each slot, the stations
can compete to access the channel using DCF/EDCA. The beacon frame periodically
transmitted by the AP contains the RAW parameter set (RPS) used to advertise the
RAWs to the stations. The RAW is a complex but powerful mechanism that, if used
correctly, allows the AP to distribute the transmission attempts of the active stations
over an extended time, reducing the collision probability and improving the energy
efficiency.
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Figure 2.2: Operation of a grouping-based MAC. The AP divides the stations into groups and
assigns a different time window to each group for communication

Target Wakeup Time

The RAW mechanism requires stations to receive the RPS contained in the periodic
beacon frames transmitted by the AP. The periodic wakeup, combined with the con-
tention delay for channel access, makes the RAW mechanism unsuited to energy
constrained stations with sporadic data transmissions. The TWT is an alternative
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mechanism in which the AP and the stations negotiate the time at which the latter
should wake up, essentially allowing the AP to schedule the wake time of power-
saving stations. The stations using TWT are allowed to sleep between a scheduled
TWT and the successive one without having to listen for the beacons. By knowing
the time at which power-saving stations are active, the AP can take measures to pro-
tect their access attempts from colliding with the transmissions of other stations. One
method of protecting the TWT of a power-saving station is for the AP to declare a
RAW around the scheduled wake-up time during which only power-saving stations
are allowed to transmit.

2.3 Overview of LoRaWAN

LoRaWAN [34] is one of the most diffuse and widely accepted examples of LPWAN
technology. In recent years, LoRa has gained popularity in industry and academia
thanks to the large number of practical applications for LPWAN-IoT technologies
in fields such as security, agriculture, smart metering, and smart cities. LoRa oper-
ates in the unlicensed sub-1 GHz band using a proprietary modulation scheme by
Semtech, similar to chirp spread spectrum (CSS). LoRa defines six quasi orthogo-
nal spreading factors (SFs), each of which can be considered a quasi-orthogonal vir-
tual channel with a different data rate. LoRa uses a star-of-stars topology in which
the end devices (EDs), typically consisting of sensors and actuators, communicate
with LoRa Network Servers using one or multiple gateways. The gateways forward
every incoming wireless message into the backhaul network and vice versa. The
gateways do not manipulate user data (i.e., the data are opaque), the node identi-
fication and authentication are managed by the Network Servers. In contrast, user
data are managed by the Application Server. The MAC layer of LoRa is specified in
LoRaWAN [35], an open standard developed and maintained by the LoRa Alliance.

Figure 2.3: LoRaWAN stack [36]
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LoRa Modulation

LoRa is based on proprietary modulation derived from CSS [37]. LoRa supports
adaptive data rate (ADR), offering a trade-off between throughput and robustness,
or equivalently between throughput and transmission distance. While LoRa is de-
signed to operate in the sub-1 GHz band, the actual central frequency changes in
different regions. In the context of this work, the European channelization of LoRa is
considered with a central frequency at 868 MHz. Fig. 2.4 shows the channels that all
LoRaWAN-compliant devices must support in the European region. Three parame-

Figure 2.4: Example of channelization for LoRa and IEEE 802.11ah in the sub-1 GHz band
*Only channels that are required for all devices are shown for LoRa

ters fully specify the LoRa modulation:

• the bandwidth of the channel BW ∈ {125, 250}MHz;

• the rate of the forward error correction (FEC) code CR ∈ {4/5, 4/6, 4/7, 4/8};

• the spreading factor (i.e. the length of the chirp symbol) SF∈ {7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}.

LoRa receivers can exploit the orthogonality of the spreading sequences used
by LoRa modulation by, at least in theory, detecting up to six simultaneous trans-
missions from as many devices if they are using different SFs. Note, however, that
there are two caveats to this. Firstly, the maximum number of messages simulta-
neously received cannot exceed the number of demodulation chains available at the
receiver. For example, the SX1301 transceiver allows for the parallel processing of up
to 9 LoRa virtual channels, where a virtual channel is the combination of a physical
channel and an SF index. Secondly, the orthogonality of the SFs is conditional on the
relative strength of the received signals. In [38], the authors showed that collisions
between packets modulated with different SFs can indeed result in packet loss if the
received interference power is strong enough.
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LoRaWAN

LoRaWAN defines the communication protocols, and the functionality of two types
of devices can be found: LoRa gateways and LoRa end devices (EDs). It is LoRaWAN
that specifies how a device in the network access the shared channel. In LoRaWAN,
three classes of devices are defined:

• Class-A: devices in this class are the most energy-efficient. They offer event
based uplink followed by eventual downlink transmission. They have un-
bounded downlink latency.

• Class-B: devices in this class offer synchronized downlink traffic. That is, they
periodically wake up to receive downlink traffic, whereas uplink traffic occurs
as in Class-A.

• Class-C: devices in this class continuously listen on the channel offering the
smallest downlink latency of all classes, however, they are not suitable for
battery-powered devices.

As LoRaWAN channel access is based on pure Aloha, countries’ regulations are
more stringent, and to ensure coexistence in the ISM band, radio emitters are re-
quired to adopt duty-cycled transmission (typically 1% or 0.1%, depending on the
sub-band) [39].

The design of LoRaWAN is based on the concept of open network architecture
in which devices use the gateways as relay stations for their communication to the
network server. The gateway has the simple role of relaying the messages between
devices and the network server. It is the latter that has to authenticate the devices
and check their security credentials. The gateways do not manipulate user data (i.e.,
the data are opaque), node identification and authentication are managed by the so-
called network servers, whereas user data are managed by the application server.
The gateways forward data from 3rd party LoRaWAN devices that are also regis-
tered with 3rd party applications on TTN, Loriot, Loraserver.io, or other open IoT
providers [40]. If multiple gateways are located in the same regions, all are equally
capable of receiving and relaying the messages of a device. However, in the case of
private LoRaWAN networks, the data received from 3rd party devices are discarded.
Fig. 2.5 shows an example of a LoRaWAN network infrastructure.

2.3.1 Stochastic Geometry Model for a Single LoRa Gateway

Previous literature studies [41, 42] leveraged tools from stochastic geometry for the
analysis of LoRa networks. This section presents the stochastic geometry model for
a scenario with a single gateway LoRa system, based on the one proposed in [41]
and [42]. The extensions of this base model to multiple gateways and alternative
random access mechanisms represent part of the contributions of this author and are
discussed in subsequent chapters of the thesis. To model the transmission and prop-
agation of LoRa signals in a multi-cell scenario, the theory of stochastic geometry is
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Figure 2.5: Overview of a LoRaWAN infrastructure

used [43]. Firstly, the spatial distribution of the devices must be expressed using a
point process.

General Consideration on the Interference in LoRa

A careful study of the self-interference affecting LoRa transmissions is critical for
proposing mathematical models that can accurately predict the performance of
LoRa networks. This section summarizes the results published in the literature,
and presents the author’s observations used to motivate the interference models
adopted in Paper III and Paper IV.

LoRa uses a proprietary CSS modulation with six quasi-orthogonal SFs. In CSS,
each symbol is spread over a sinusoidal signal with a linearly increasing frequency
called an up-chirp. A symbol is represented using a shift of the linear frequency
increase. At the receiver, the signal is multiplied by a second sinusoid with a linear
decreasing frequency called down-chirp. The resulting signal produces a sharp peak
in the frequency domain corresponding to the value of the symbol that was encoded
in the chirp. Let s1(t, SFp) be the desired signal transmitted by ED x1 using SFp. The
signal is affected by block fading with coefficient h(t). The received signal r(t) at the
gateway is given by

r(t) = γ‖x1‖−βh(t) ∗ s1(t, SFp) +

co-SF Interference︷ ︸︸ ︷
NSF p∑
j=2

1
SFp
j γ‖xj‖−βgj(t) ∗ sj(t, SFp)

+
∑
q∈K\p

NSF q∑
k=1

1
SF q
k γ‖xk‖−βgk(t) ∗ sk(t, SFq)︸ ︷︷ ︸

inter-SF Interference

+n(t),

(2.1)

where n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and vari-
ance σ2; ‖xk‖ is the distance between ED xk and the gateway; gk(t) is the fading
coefficient for ED xk; γ and β, respectively, are the frequency dependent factor and
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the path loss exponent; NSFp is the number of EDs transmitting using SFp; 1SFpk is an
indicator function that is equal to one for ED xk transmitting with SFp and zero for
the rest.

Using the simulation tool developed in [44], the possible interference was ana-
lyzed and three notable cases identified: a) fully overlapping co-SF interference; b)
partial overlapping co-SF interference; and c) inter-SF interference. Two interfering
signals (I1 and I2) were considered and different SFs and offsets between the useful
signal and the interfering signals were testes. The Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
(IFFT) of the received signal (S) is presented in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: (a-c) IFFT of the signal transmitted using SF = 10 and affected by two interferers
(I1 and I2); (d) probability of two or more interferers transmitting the same symbol.

Fig. 2.6(a) shows that as long as each signal encodes different symbols, the IFFT
for the case of co-SF interference and fully overlapping symbols contains a peak in
the correspondence of each of the symbols transmitted. The amplitude of an IFFT
peak depends directly on the relative signal strength of the received signals. From
these observations, it can be concluded that, unless two interferers transmit the same
symbol, the receiver is able to correctly decode the transmitted symbol, as long as
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the received signal strength of the transmitted signal is above the received signal
strength of any interferers. The signaling alphabet of LoRa has cardinality 2SF. The
probability, from a set of n interfering signals with the same SF, of two or more trans-
mitting the same symbol is shown in Fig. 2.6(d), as given by

Pr(Same symbol) ≈ 1− e− n2

2SF+1 . (2.2)

Fig. 2.6(b) illustrates the case in which co-SF interference partially overlaps with
the transmitted symbol. The peaks in the IFFT caused by the interfering signals
are lower and wider, even if the SIR is 0 dB. Fig. 2.6(c) shows the case of inter-SF
interference. Whereas the signal is transmitted using SF 10, the interferers, in this
case, use SF 9 and SF 11. From the results, it is possible to recognize the quasi-
orthogonality of different SFs. A larger number of interferers or interference with
significantly higher signal strength is required before the receiver fails to detect the
peak in the IFFT of the transmitted symbols. The values of the SIR threshold δp,q for
the six SFs of LoRa are derived from simulations in [44] and reported in the following
matrix:

∆[dB] =

SF7 SF8 SF9 SF10 SF11 SF12


1 −8 −9 −9 −9 −9 SF7

−11 1 −11 −12 −13 −13 SF8

−15 −13 1 −13 −14 −15 SF9

−19 −18 −17 1 −17 −18 SF10

−22 −22 −21 −20 1 −20 SF11

−25 −25 −25 −24 −23 1 SF12

(2.3)

Previous literature studies, [45] and [46], have conducted experiments on the ca-
pability of a LoRa receiver to decode partially overlapping LoRa transmissions. The
results show that unlike other spread spectrum technologies, in LoRa, no delay cap-
ture can be leveraged. However, if the overlap is such that only the first few symbols
of the LoRa preamble are affected, resulting in at least 5 correct preamble symbols
for the receiver Digital Phase Lock Loop to lock, the message can still be correctly de-
coded. A LoRa preamble consists of a fixed part and a configurable part. The fixed
part consists of a 2-symbol synchronization word and an additional 2.25 symbol. The
configurable part can vary between 6 and 65535 symbols.

In summary, the following observation can be made:

• The six SFs offer quasi-orthogonal virtual channels. Inter-SF interference is
much less likely to cause packet loss than the co-SF interference.

• Calculating the SIR using the dominant interference represents a best-case sce-
nario, providing an upper bound to the success probability. Calculating the
SIR using the cumulative interference represents a worst-case scenario, prov-
ing a lower bound to the success probability. Dominant interference is more
suitable to model scenarios with a low number of interfering devices, whereas
cumulative interference is better for scenarios with a large number of interfer-
ing devices.
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• LoRa messages can survive collisions affecting the first few symbols in the
preamble even if the SIR is lower than the minimum required for the power
capture to take place.

These observations of the effects of interference in LoRa modulation will be recalled
in Chapters 4 and 5 to motivate the assumptions used by the author to extend the
mathematical model to scenarios with multiple gateways and alternative random
access mechanisms.

Success Probability

A transmission can be considered successful if the conditions on the signal-to-
interference Ratio (SIR) and signal-to-noise Ratio (SNR) are both satisfied at the
gateway. Let r be the distance between an ED using SFp and the gateway. Let
δq,p [dB] be the SIR threshold needed for successfully decoding the message trans-
mitted by an ED using SFp under interference from the EDs transmitting using SFq .
Furthermore, let θp [dB] be the SNR threshold needed to successfully decode the
message transmitted by an ED using SFp in the presence of AWGN. The success
probability of a transmission by an ED at distance r using SFp is given by

Psuc(r, p) ≥ P [SNR(r) ≥ θp]
∏
q∈K

P [SIR(r, q) ≥ δp,q] . (2.4)

The inequality of (2.4) derives from the statistical dependence of P [SNR(r) ≥ θp] and
P [SIR(r, q) ≥ δp,q]. The values of δq,p [dB] derived from numerical simulation in [38]
are shown in (2.3). The values of θp are instead shown in Table 2.1.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a signal transmitted by an ED at distance r
from the gateway is given by

SNR(x1) =
ptHγr

−β

σ2
, (2.5)

where H := |h|2 is the channel gain between the reference transmitting ED and the
gateway. The probability that the SNR of a message transmitted to the gateway by
the reference ED at distance r, using SFp, is above the threshold θp, is given by

P [SNR(r) ≥ θp] = P
[
H ≥ σ2θp

ptγr−β

]
(a)
= exp

(
− σ2θp
ptγr−β

)
, (2.6)

where (2.6.a) is obtained using the generating function of exponential random vari-
able H ∼ exp(1).

The cumulative interference of all EDs transmitting using SFp is

Ip =
∑

xk∈φL,p

ptGkγ‖xk‖−β , (2.7)
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whereGk = |gk|2 is the channel gain between ED xk and the gateway, and φL,p is the
point process of the EDs using SFp, whereas the dominant interference using SFp is

Ip∗ = pt γ max
xk∈φL,p

{
Gk‖xk‖−β

}
. (2.8)

From (2.1), the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) for a signal transmitted by an ED at
distance r from the gateway, under interference from SFp can be found as

SIR(r, p) =
ptHγr

−β

Ip . (2.9)

If transmitter and interference use the same SF leads to co-SF interference. If trans-
mitter and interference use different SFs, leads to inter-SF interference. All the SIR
thresholds for co- and inter-SF interference are available in matrix form in (2.3).

Table 2.1: Spreading Factor-Dependent Parameters

SF Radii
lp−1 − lp

SNR Th.
θp

Data rate
DR(p)

SF7 0− 1 km −6 dB 5468 bps
SF8 1− 2 km −9 dB 3125 bps
SF9 2− 3 km −12 dB 1757 bps
SF10 3− 4 km −15 dB 977 bps
SF11 4− 5 km −17.5 dB 537 bps
SF12 5− 6 km −20 dB 293 bps
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Chapter 3

Modeling and Analysis of
IEEE 802.11ah Grouping-Based
Channel Access

This chapter investigates the channel access mechanism of IEEE 802.11ah, with the
aim of assessing its potential use in massive M2M communication. A study of the
energy consumption of the new TWT and the RAW mechanism is presented, along
with a hybrid contention/reservation mechanism designed to reduce the energy con-
sumption of non-power-saving stations. In the second half of this chapter, a math-
ematical model of grouping-based channel access is proposed. The results of the
models, validated through simulations, are used to determine if the station-grouping
mechanism can hinder the statistical QoS provisioning of EDCA.

3.1 Energy-Efficient Communication in IEEE802.11ah

As the energy expenditure in data processing is much less than that in data commu-
nication, it is critical for devices to employ energy-efficient communication [47]. Ex-
tending the lifetime of battery-powered devices through the use of energy-efficient
communication can help reduce installation and maintenance costs, especially in
massive M2M. From a communication perspective, to have long-lasting battery-
powered devices, every layer of the communication stack must be designed for this
purpose. While independent layer design and cross-layer designs are both possible,
this section focuses on energy-saving techniques at the MAC layer of IEEE 802.11ah.

The design of the MAC layer can affect the energy consumption of devices by
dictating when and how they are allowed to transmit their messages. In massive
M2M, the MAC has to handle the spikes in offered traffic caused by simultaneous or
near-simultaneous attempts to access the network from a large number of devices.

27
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In the case of contention-based channel access, like the one used by IEEE 802.11ah,
the traffic load in the networks can affect energy consumption by:

• increasing the collision probability for transmitted messages, resulting in more
retransmissions;

• decreasing the probability a channel is free, forcing devices to back off more
frequently with a subsequent increase in idle listening time.

IEEE 802.11ah’s solution to this problem is to introduce the TWT and the RAW mech-
anism described in Section 2.2.2. The TWT allows the AP to coordinate with the
power-saving stations at the time they wake up to transmit and receive messages. By
knowing the wake-up time of all the power-saving stations, the AP can take action
to avoid collisions. The RAW grouping mechanism is intended to be used by all the
other stations. The AP groups the stations and assigns different time windows for
the transmission attempts of each group. The number of stations that can attempt to
access the channel simultaneously cannot be higher than the number of stations in a
group, thus allowing the AP to control the maximum number of contending devices
at any given time. It is crucial to design the parameters of the grouping mechanisms
correctly to maximize channel utilization while limiting contention in the network.
In general, a grouping mechanism has at least two parameters that require careful
design: the number of stations in each group and the duration of the time window
assigned to a group. Creating more groups increases the communication overhead
as it requires the transmission of more signaling and control information. Moreover,
as the number of stations per group decreases, the probability that the time window
remains unused because no station has any message for the AP increases, lowering
channel utilization. Conversely, if there are not enough groups, the contention in the
network increases, with negative repercussion on collision probability and energy
efficiency. Longer time windows allow for longer contention delays, allowing more
transmissions while, at the same time, increasing the average transmission delay ex-
perienced by stations. Conversely, shorter windows limit the maximum contention
delay while possibly preventing some stations from transmitting within the allotted
time window.

Heuristic and optimal solutions to the problem of finding the RAW parameters
have been proposed in the literature for networks in static traffic conditions [12, 13].
In [14] an access window algorithm to adapt the RAW size is proposed to optimize
the energy efficiency, however it still require the AP to have an a-priori knowledge
of the number of active stations in each group. The design of the RAW parameters
is made more difficult by the non-deterministic nature of M2M traffic. M2M traffic
can be a mixture of periodic traffic, for example from periodic sensor readings, and
aperiodic or event-triggered traffic, as in the case of alarm sensors. Changes in the
offered traffic load and in the number of active stations can be challenging for any
static grouping design.

As part of a testing scenario for the proposed hybrid access mechanism presented
in the next section, a RAW was divided into 16, 32, and 64 slots, and the stations
were equally divided between the slots and allowed to contend over transmitting
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Figure 3.1: Average energy consumption for PS-Poll frame transmission in TWT and RAW

Figure 3.2: PS-Poll frame transmission during a TWT

their frame using DCF. Fig. 3.1 shows the average energy consumption for the trans-
mission of a frame using the TWT and the RAW mechanism. There is a linear de-
pendency between the number of active stations, NA in the RAW, and the average
energy consumption. The energy consumption of the TWT is constant as, in this
case, it is assumed that the AP takes all necessary steps to avoid collisions between
TWT stations. The steps include scheduling non-overlapping wake-up times,and
declaring periodic RAW (PRAW) to prevent other stations from accessing the chan-
nel, as showed in Fig. 3.2. The increase in energy consumption for the stations using
the RAW mechanism is a consequence of the high contention level in the network,
which leads to more retransmissions and longer back off times. RAWs that are di-
vided into a larger number of slots have lower energy consumption from their sta-
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tions as the number of stations per slot is clearly reduced. However, if the size of the
slot becomes too small, the probability of all stations successfully completing their
transmission by the end of the slot decreases.

3.2 A Hybrid MAC Mechanism for IEEE 802.11ah

This section presents a channel access mechanism for contention-free uplink data
transmission using the RAW of IEEE 802.11ah. Other studies, have proposed en-
ergy saving mechanisms for IEEE 802.11ah such as the PS-OLi [48], focusing on
the TWT used by the power-saving stations. On the contrary, the proposed hybrid
mechanism is intended to be used by all stations. Considering the characteristics
of IEEE 802.11ah the targeted use case is that of an outdoor monitoring application.
Hybrid MAC schemes have been suggested for M2M in recent literature studies [49],
offering high throughput for a large number of contending devices. The mechanism
is designed according to three principles: 1) to have energy-efficient uplink data
transmission in an IEEE 802.11ah network with a large number of devices, 2) to be
able to adapt to changes in the offered traffic loads, and 3) to be as compliant as
possible with the standard.

To be able to support variation in the traffic, the AP has to change the RAW pa-
rameters dynamically according to the traffic load expected in the next RAW. Hence,
the AP is required to estimate the traffic load before transmitting the beacon frame
with the RAW parameters set (RPS). Although, it would be easier to adjust the RAW
parameters according to the experienced traffic load after it has begun [50], this is
not allowed by the standard and would violate the third design principle. The AP
could design the RAW parameters based on the traffic load on the most recent RAW
assigned to the same group of stations. However, since the same group is assigned
a RAW at an interval of seconds or even minutes, this approach can only work for
slow-changing traffic loads. Alternatively, the AP could base its estimation on the
most recent RAW, however, depending on the grouping strategy, the traffic load in a
group may be statistically independent of the traffic load in a different group.

To address this problem, the proposed mechanism separates the data transmis-
sion from the contention. The stations contend for the transmission of small PS-Poll
frames in a triggering frame RAW. The uplink data indicator (UDI) of the PS-Poll
frame is used by the stations to notify the AP that they have packets to transmit. In
this way, the AP can assign the right amount of resources for the stations’ transmis-
sions in the upcoming RAW. This solution does not entirely remove the problem, as
contention between stations is still required for transmitting PS-Poll frames in the
triggering frame RAW. However, by separating the data transmission in a dedicated
contention-free RAW, the contention delay, and ultimately the energy consumption
of the stations, can be reduced. Moreover, because the PS-Poll frames are small, the
triggering frame RAW is smaller than the RAW used for data transmission. Hence
the AP can over-dimension the size of the triggering frame RAW to cope with higher
traffic loads. Conversely, for low traffic loads, channel resources can be saved by
adaptively adjusting the size of the RAW for data transmission.
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Figure 3.3: RAWs used in the proposed hybrid mechanism

In IEEE 802.11ah, power-saving stations communicate using the TWT mecha-
nism instead of the RAW. Using the TWT mechanism, they can sleep through the pe-
riodic beacon transmissions from the AP. However, power-saving stations can also
participate and benefit from the proposed hybrid mechanism. In particular, the AP
can schedule the TWT of energy-saving stations in non-overlapping service periods
that last exactly the time required for the station to transmit the PS-Poll frame, as
shown in Fig. 3.2. If the station has data for the AP, the UDI of the PS-Poll frame
informs the AP of this. However, instead of immediately transmitting the message,
the power-saving station is rescheduled by the AP to wakeup immediately before
the next beacon frame so that it can receive the RPS containing the scheduled in-
formation for its data transmission in the RAW. By deferring the data transmission,
the service period of the power-saving stations is kept small, allowing scheduling
of more non-overlapping TWT in a shorter time, improving channel utilization. The
time evolution of the proposed hybrid mechanism is shown in Fig. 3.3.

The proposed hybrid mechanism can be separated into three phases:

1. Initialization: The stations associate and authenticate with the AP. The AP
divides the stations into disjoint groups. The stations that require the use of
the TWT mechanism negotiate the wake-up time with the AP.

2. Contention: The stations transmit PS-POLL frames to the AP to communicate
their intention to transmit.

3. Data Transmission: The stations transmit their data to the AP.

Since both the contention and data transmission phases use RAWs declared by
the AP using the beacon frames, a scheduling interval for the proposed mechanisms
cannot be less than two beacon intervals. The first beacon interval is used for the
transmission of the PS-Poll frames indicating to the AP the intention of a station to
transmit. At the end of the beacon interval, the AP knows the AID of the stations
with data to transmit. In the next beacon, an RPS is transmitted defining a new
RAW for data transmission and explicitly assigning a slot to each of the stations that
successfully transmitted the PS-Poll frame. The data transmission can take place in
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a contention-free manner during the following beacon interval. The pseudo-code of
the proposed hybrid channel access mechanism is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for the proposed hybrid mechanism
Initialization:

1: authentication and association
2: groups creation (G1, . . . , Gg)
3: TWT negotiation
4:
5: loop every TI seconds
6: for i = 1 to g do {loop over groups}

Contention Phase:
7: PS-Poll frame transmission using RAW
8: PS-Poll frame transmission using TWT

Data Transmission Phase:
9: RAW Parameter Set transmission

10: data frame transmission
11: end for
12: end loop

3.2.1 Analysis

To analyze the energy efficiency of the proposed transmission mechanism, a math-
ematical model has been developed. An IEEE 802.11ah network with one AP and
N associated stations is considered. When contending for channel access within a
RAW, the stations use the DCF, a CSMA/CA with binary exponential backoff (BEB).
The generation of the messages at the station is modeled with an exponential inter-
arrival time of mean 1/λ. For the non-power-saving stations, the average energy
consumption is the sum of the energy used to contend for the transmission of the
PS-Poll frame and the energy used for the data transmission. The AP tries to assign
the same number of non-power-saving stations to each slot of a triggering-frame
RAW. Assuming N stations in a group, each slot of a RAW with NRAW slots, contains
either K or K + 1 stations, where K =

⌊
N

NRAW

⌋
.

During a scheduling interval TI , each station has a probability of p = 1−e−λTI of
having a message for the AP. The number of active stations NA contending in each
slot is a random variable with binomial distribution with parameter p. To model
the contention of a reference station in a RAW slot, the RAW slot is divided into
virtual backoff slots of different durations. In the k-th virtual backoff slot, one of the
following events can occur:

• with probability PN , no station transmits, and the virtual slot duration is σ;

• with probability PS , the reference station transmits, and the virtual slot dura-
tion is Ts;
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• with probability PXS , another station transmits, and the virtual slot duration
is Ts;

• with probability PC , the reference station’s transmission collides, and the vir-
tual slot duration is Tc;

• with probability PXC , two other stations collide, and the virtual slot duration
is Tc.

The average duration of the k-th backoff slot, given that it does not contain the trans-
mission of the reference station, is given by

d(k) =
PN (k)σ + PXS(k)Ts + (PC(k) + PXC(k))Tc

1− PS(k)
. (3.1)

The contention delay is defined as the time elapsing from the start of the station’s
RAW slot to the successful transmission of the PS-Poll by the station. The average
contention delay for a station using the triggering frame RAW can be obtained from
(3.1) by considering the binomial distribution of NA.

The average contention delay of a station attempting to transmit a PS-Poll frame
in a slot populated by NA active stations is given by

D̄ (NA) = PS(1)Ts +

Wtot∑
k=2

PS(k)

Ts +

k−1∑
j=1

d(j)

 . (3.2)

The overall delay is measured from the start of the RAW to the time at which the
station successfully transmits the frame to the AP. Its value mostly depends on the
slot of the RAW to which the station is assigned. Considering a RAW with NRAW
slots, each with a duration of DSlot, the overall delay is given by

TRAW =
DSlot

NRAW

(
NRAW·r−1∑

i=0

K+1∑
n=0

i

(
K + 1

n

)
· pn(1− p)K+1−nD (n)

+

NRAW−1∑
i=NRAW·r

K∑
n=0

i

(
K

n

)
· pn(1− p)K−nD (n)

)
,

(3.3)

where r is the fraction of the slots in the RAW to which K+1 stations are assigned.

The complete list of parameters used to obtain the results is available in Paper I,
page 5.

3.2.2 Delay

Fig. 3.4 shows the average contention delay for a PS-POLL frame and data trans-
mission obtained from the model for different arrival rates and numbers of stations.
The contention delay is calculated as the time elapsing between the beginning of the
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(b) Average contention delay for data transmis-
sion.

Figure 3.4: Average contention delay for RAW with 64 slots, Data=256 B, CWmin=32,
CWmax=1024

RAW (Triggering RAW for PS-Poll and Data Raw for data) to the acknowledgment
of the reception of the transmission by the stations.

The significantly smaller contention delay for the transmission PS-Poll frame al-
lows the stations to save energy by reducing the duration of the backoff process,
with less energy used in retransmission and idle listening. Additionally, the PS-Poll
frame transmission shows a significantly smaller absolute and relative increase of
the contention delay as the traffic load increases. Hence, the triggering frame RAW
can be more flexible to changes in the traffic load in the network.

3.2.3 Energy Consumption

To model the energy consumption, each device is assumed to operate in one of three
states: transmitting, receiving, or idle. The average energy consumption of a device
during the scheduling interval can be calculated from (3.4) using the time and the
average delay analysis in the previous section.

E = PTXTTX + PRXTRX + PidleTidle, (3.4)

where PTX, PRX, and Pidle are the power consumption in the transmitting, receiving,
and idle state respectively.

Fig. 3.5 illustrates the average energy consumption of a station during a schedul-
ing interval of 15 seconds. In the proposed hybrid protocol, the energy used to trans-
mit the data frame to the AP is constant, independent of the number of active de-
vices. The contention occurs in the Triggering Frame RAW using PS-POLL frames.
The average energy consumption increases with the arrival rate λ, as more stations
are active to contend for the channel. Comparing the average energy efficiency of
the proposed mechanism with a direct data transmission, it is clear that the hybrid
mechanism allows the stations to save significant energy during peak of traffic loads.
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However, for smaller traffic loads, the increased overhead due to the PS-Poll frame
transmission penalizes the hybrid mechanism.
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Figure 3.5: Average energy consumption for data transmission, PTX = 0.2 W, PRX = Pidle =

0.1 W

3.3 Grouping EDCA

The objective of this section is to study the RAW mechanism and propose a general
mathematical model to predict its performance. The mathematical model presented
in the first part of this chapter cannot be used for this purpose as it lacks some essen-
tial features, for instance, the ability to consider traffic categories, finite buffer size,
and saturation and non-saturation conditions of stations.

At its core, the RAW is a station grouping mechanism, that spreads the trans-
mission opportunity of a station over time, avoiding high levels of contention in
the network. The stations contend for channel access using the DCF/EDCA mecha-
nisms of legacy Wi-Fi. DCF and EDCA have been the subject of many studies; how-
ever, only a few have considered their integration with a station grouping mecha-
nism [51, 52, 53, 54]. The results of these studies confirm the effectiveness of the
RAW mechanism at improving the overall system performance especially in dense
deployments; however, none of the studies considered the use of EDCA.

EDCA was introduced in IEEE 802.11e-2005 to prioritize traffic and provide ser-
vice differentiation. The use of EDCA to provide QoS has been studied and tested
extensively in WLAN [55], mesh, and vehicular communications [56]. As the typ-
ical WLAN scenario is very different from the typical M2M scenario, the ability of
EDCA to provide QoS has not been tested [57]. Additionally, the coarse TDMA of the
grouping mechanism can negate the effects of some of the EDCA parameters used
for the service differentiation. For instance, the RAW slot duration may not be long
enough to allow the backoff process of a station to reach the maximum contention
window size CWMAX. In this case, it could be possible for different categories of
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traffic with different CWMAX to behave the same way.

3.3.1 EDCA

EDCA defines four categories of traffic with different priorities. Each access category
(AC) has a different transmission queue where packets are buffered before transmis-
sion. It is important to note that the QoS provided by EDCA is only statistical, based
on different probabilities for each AC of accessing the channel. A low priority mes-
sage may be transmitted before a high priority ones. These parameters are as follow:

• AIFSN: The arbitration inter-frame spacing (AIFSN) is the time a station has to
sense the channel in idle state before staring to decrement the backoff counter.

• Contention Window: During the backoff procedure, a station selects a random
slot in the contention window for its next transmission attempt. CWMIN and
CWMAX are the minimum and maximum size of the contention window re-
spectively.

• TXop limit: This is the duration of a transmission opportunity, i.e., how long a
station can use the channel after winning the contention.

Table 3.1 reports the typical values of the EDCA parameters.

Table 3.1: Typical EDCA Parameters for each Access Category [55]
Access Category CWMIN CWMAX AIFSN Retry Limit(M)

AC[3] Background(BK) 15 1023 7 7/4
AC[2] Best Effort(BE) 15 1023 3 7/4
AC[1] Video(VI) 7 32 2 7/4
AC[0] Voice(VO) 3 15 2 7/4

3.3.2 Modeling the Channel Access

In this section, a model for the EDCA with station grouping is presented. The sce-
nario considered has one AP dividing N stations into NG groups, where each group
is assigned a timeslot in which to transmit messages. The stations can only transmit
using EDCA during the active time of their group. This scenario represents a gen-
eralization of the RAW mechanism adopted by IEEE 802.11ah. The operation of a
station in the generic k-th group is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. For the generic group k, the
number of stations transmitting packets of AC [i] is defined as nk,i, with i = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Therefore, the total number of stations in a group is

Nk =
∑
AC[i]

nk,i.
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Figure 3.6: Active and inactive times of a station in a grouping mechanism. During Tk the
stations in group k are active and use EDCA to compete for the channel. During the remainder
of the cycle time T − Tk, the stations in group k are inactive

A station belonging to the k-th group can only access the channel during its group’s
active time. Group k’s active time is denoted by Tk, and its periodicity is given by
T =

∑
k Tk. It is assumed that the messages are generated at the stations according

to a Poisson arrival process that for AC [i] has intensity λi. Moreover, to avoid mod-
eling virtual collisions between different ACs within a station, it is assumed that
each device can only transmit traffic from one of the four ACs. In contrast, in the
IEEE 802.11ah standard, each device can transmit traffic from any of the four ACs.
Each station is assumed to have enough space to buffer K packets.

While the inter-arrival time of the packets at the stations is assumed to be expo-
nential, the service time has a generic distribution that depends on the EDCA; hence,
the stations of each AC are modeled using an M/G/1/K queue. The M/G/1/K
queue is a uni-dimensional embedded Markov Chain in which each state repre-
sents the number of packets left in the station’s buffer immediately after the de-
parture of a message. For each AC [i], EDCA is modeled using a two-dimension
discrete-time Markov Chain based on the model from [55]. The AIFSN is modeled
using a second finite-state Markov Chain. To model applications with sporadic data
transmission (e.g., monitoring) and traffic-intense applications (e.g., video feed), the
adopted Markov Chain contains separate states for operation in saturation and non-
saturation conditions.

A backoff slot can contain one of three outcomes: a successful transmission, if
only one station transmits in that slot; a collision, if two or more stations transmit;
or an idle channel, if no station transmits in the backoff slot. Let τi be the transmis-
sion probability of a station of AC [i] in a generic backoff slot. It is assumed that the
transmission probability does not depend on the number of failed transmissions ex-
perienced by the station, similarly to other finite-state Markov Chain models based
on [58].

Leveraging the fact that each group is formed by different stations, and operates
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Table 3.2: Notation Used in the Analytical Model of Grouping EDCA
Notation Description

EDCA
T Cycle Time
Tk Active Time for Group k
NG Number of Groups
CWi,j Contention Window Size
AIFSi Adaptive InterFrame Space
SIFS Short InterFrame Space
AIFSNi Adaptive InterFrame Space Number
σ Backoff Duration
Nk Number of station in Group k
ni Station in AC [i]

pSi Probability of Successful transmission
τi Probability of Transmission
PS Probability of Successful Backoff Slot
pci Probability of Collision
pB Probability of Busy Backoff Slot
pBi Probability of Busy Backoff Slot for AC [i]

pPi Probability of New Packet Arrival in a Contention Slot
λi Arrival Rate for AC [i]

TCSi Average Duration of a Contention Slot
TS Duration of a Successful Transmission
TC Duration of a Collision
T data Transmission Time for Payload
T hdr Transmission Time for Packet Header
TACK Transmission Time for Acknowledgement

Service Time
Bi,j(z) PGF for the Duration of a Backoff stage
BNSATi(z) PGF for the Duration for a Backoff Procedure Initiated from bi,−1,0

BSATi(z) PGF for the Duration for a Backoff Procedure Initiated from bi,−2,0

T ∗
Si

(s) LST of the Service Time
D∗
Si

(s) LST of the Time Between two Transmissions from the Same Station
R∗
T (s) LST of the Residual Cycle Time

R∗
λi

(s) LST of the Residual Packet Inter-Arrival Time

Queuing Time
Pi Transition Probability Matrix of the Buffer
πi Steady State Probability Vector
pi,j Transition Probability
PBi Packet Blocking Probability
Nqi Average Number of Packets in the Buffer
Wqi Average Queuing Delay
Si Throughput
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over non overlapping windows, the operation and performance of each group is
independent of the others. The notation can be simplified considering a reference
group, removing the group index k from the notation. The probability of successful
transmission in a backoff slot by a station in the reference group using AC [i] is

psi = ni · τi (1− τi)ni−1
3∏
j=0
j 6=i

(1− τj)nj , (3.5)

The overall probability of successful transmission in a slot is

pS =

3∑
i=0

psi . (3.6)

The probability of collision for a station using AC [i] is

pci = 1− (1− τi)ni−1
3∏

j=0,j 6=i

(1− τj)nj . (3.7)

The backoff blocking probability for a device using AC [i] is denoted with pbi and
is equal to the probability that another station in the same group begins transmitting
during the station AIFS, preventing the backoff slot counter from decrementing. The
probability of a busy medium in a generic backoff slot is calculated as

pB = 1−
3∏
i=0

(1− τi)ni , (3.8)

which is the probability that none of the stations in the group transmits in the backoff
slot. The probability of arrival in a contention slot time is

ppi = 1− e−λiTCSi , (3.9)

where TCSi is the average duration of a backoff slot.

The average duration of a backoff slot depends on the probabilities that it con-
tains one of the following events: a successful transmission, a collision, or channel
idle. In the case that the backoff slot is the last in the group’s active interval Tk,
the duration of the backoff is extended over the inactive time T − tk. The average
duration of a virtual backoff slot for AC [i] can be expressed as

TCSi =

[(
1− σ

Tk

)
σ +

σ

Tk
(σ + T − Tk)

]
+

pbi
1− pbi

{
pS

pB

[(
1− TS

Tk

)
TS +

TS
Tk

(TS + T − Tk)

]
+

(
1− pS

pB

)[(
1− TC

Tk

)
TC +

TC
Tk

(TC + T − Tk)

]}
, (3.10)
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where TS and TC are the duration of a successful transmission and a collision re-
spectively. Using a 3-D Markov Chain similar to the one proposed in [55], the goal is
to obtain an expression for the transmission probability τi, on which all other prob-
abilities depend (pSi , pS , pci , p

B , pbi , p
p
i and pp∗i ). The probability after a successful

transmission of there being at least one packet in the M/G/1/K queue of AC [i] is
given by

ρi =
λi
µi

, (3.11)

where µi is the service rate for an AC [i] station. To find µi, it is necessary to first
find the service time TSi , defined as the interval between the time at which a packet
reaches the top of the MAC queue and the time at which the packet is either success-
fully transmitted or dropped. The Laplace-Stieltjes Transform (LST) for the service
time is given by

T ∗Si(s) =ρiB
∗
SATi(s) + (1− ρi) ·

{
(1− pp∗i ) [β + (1− β)R∗T (s)]

·
(
pbiB

∗
NSATi(s) + (1− pbi )B∗SATi(s)

)
+ pp∗i B

∗
NSATi(s)

}
,

(3.12)

where β = Tk
T is the probability that the new packet arrives during the time interval

Tk. R∗T (s) = 1−e−s(T−Tk)

s(T−Tk) is the LST for the time that a newly arrived packet in an
empty queue has to wait until the start of the next Tk, derived from the LST of a
uniform distribution. The first moment of the service time is given by

TSi =
1

µi
= −dT

∗
Si

(s)

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

. (3.13)

For a Poisson arrival process, the PGF for the number of arrivals during a service
time is Ai(z) = T ∗Si(λi(1 − z)). Using the Lattice-Poisson method to numerically
calculate the inverse transform, it is possble to obtain the probability αi(k) that k
new packets of AC [i] enter the queue during a packet service time. The state xi of
the embedded Markov Chain for the system queue represents the case in which i
packets remain in the system at the end of a packet service time, including i − 1 in
the buffer. The transition probability matrix Pi is given by

Pi =



αi(0) αi(1) · · · αi(K − 1) 1−∑K−1
j=0 αi(j)

αi(0) αi(1) · · · αi(K − 1) 1−∑K−1
j=0 αi(j)

0 αi(0) · · · αi(K − 2) 1−∑K−2
j=0 αi(j)

0 0 · · · αi(K − 3) 1−∑K−3
j=0 αi(j)

...
...

. . .
...

...
0 0 0 αi(0) 1− αi(0)


. (3.14)

After solving the Markov Chain balance equation πiPi = πi, the stationary prob-
ability distribution πi can be found. The probability that an arriving packet observes
a queue of length j is πi(j). The probability that the queue for AC [i] contains k
packets is given by

pi,j =
1

πi(0) + ρi
πi(j). (3.15)
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From (3.15), the probability of an empty or full queue can be obtained respectively
as {

pi,0 = πi(0)
πi(0)+ρi

;
pi,K = 1− 1

πi(0)+ρi
,

(3.16)

where pi,K is the probability that a packet arriving in the queue is blocked. The
average number of packets in the queue Nqi is

Nqi =

K∑
j=0

j · pi,j . (3.17)

3.3.3 Results

The numerical results of the model are validated using NS-3 simulations. To vali-
date the proposed model of EDCA with station grouping, the IEEE 802.11ah module
for NS-3 was used [59]. The module allows the simulation of the operations of the
RAW mechanism of IEEE 802.11ah described in Section 2.2.2. Note that the behav-
ior of EDCA with station grouping modeled in the previous section does not reflect
exactly the same behavior described by the standard. In the IEEE 802.11ah standard,
the contention window size is set to CWMIN at the beginning of each RAW. In the
proposed analytical model instead the stations store the backoff counter and con-
tention window size at the end of the active time, to restore them at the beginning of
the next active time. When a group’s active interval ends, the Markov chain remains
in the same state until the next active interval. To model the behavior described by
the standard, the Markov chain should transition to one of the states with minimum
contention window size each time the active interval ends. Because the active inter-
val can end at any time during the backoff process, modeling this behavior would
require to have a transition from every possible state of the Markov chain to the
states with minimum contention window size, significantly increasing the complex-
ity of the model. The validation of the results through simulations is also intended to
test if the behavior of the BEB in the analytical model causes significant differences
in the results. The model was validated both in terms of throughput and average
service time. The complete list of parameters used in the validation of the model is
presented in Paper II, page 6.

Normalized Throughput

The first metric of interest is the normalized throughput of the stations, i.e., the frac-
tion of time that the stations spend in the successful transmission state.

For AC [i], the normalized throughput is given by

Si = λi · (1− pi,K) ·
(

1− (pci )
Mi

)
, (3.18)

where pi,K is the probability that a station of AC [i] already has K messages in the
buffer, and pci is the probability that an AC [i] packet collides. Firstly, the through-
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put of the model is validated for the simple scenario in which each group consists of
two stations, one transmitting AC[0] frames (Voice Traffic) and the other transmit-
ting AC[2] frames (Best Effort Traffic). While the number of groups NG is changed
between one and five, the time available to each group is kept constant at 100 ms.
Fig. 3.7 shows the normalized throughput of the two devices in each group under
different traffic loads.
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Figure 3.7: Normalized throughput of grouping-EDCA for 2 stations transmitting AC[0] and
AC[2] traffic, Data = 256 B, DR = 1.3 Mbps

Fig. 3.8 shows the normalized throughput of AC [0] and AC [2] under different
load conditions and numbers of groups, with a total of 120 stations in the network.
As the number of groups increases, each group is assigned an equal but smaller
number of stations.

From Fig. 3.8, it can be observed that the throughput gained by both access cate-
gories is low with slowly injected traffic, since the channel access contention is low.
It increases monotonically until the network is saturated. After the saturation point,
the throughput reduces slightly and is stabilized ,as all nodes in the network con-
tain packets to transmit. However, AC [0] achieves higher throughput in saturation
compared with the one obtained by AC [2]. This was expected since higher priority
packets are more likely to be transmitted first, while lower priority packets are more
likely to be backlogged. As shown in Fig. 3.8, the throughput of AC [2] traffic is very
low after the stations enter saturation state. It is also possible to identify the the star-
vation region for the lower priority access category, and observe that for increasing
numbers of groups, the starvation point shifts to higher values of offer traffic.
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Figure 3.8: Throughput of AC [0] (Voice) and AC [2] (Background) for different traffic loads,
Data = 256 B, DR = 1.3 Mbps, Tk = 100 ms
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Figure 3.9: Normalized throughput and probability of collision of AC [0] (Voice) and AC [2]

(Background) for different group size NG, Data = 256 B, DR = 1.3 Mbps, Tk = 100 ms

Another interesting point to note is that the throughput increases with the num-
ber of groups. Fig. 3.9(a) shows the normalized throughput at a fixed rate of traffic
for a varying number of groups. Note that the total number of stations in the network
is fixed, and as the number of groups increases, the number of stations in each group
decreases while the average traffic load in the network remains the same. Creating
more groups within the same network reduces competition between the stations,
which in turn causes a reduction in the number of collisions. Consequently, higher
throughput is obtained, as showed by both Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9(a). Overall, using ten
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groups instead of one brought an increase in the normalized throughput of 40% for
AC [2] and 37% for AC [0] traffic, increasingly aligning the behavior of the channel
with TDMA over CSMA.

Average Service Time

The average service time found from (3.13) is shown in Fig. 3.10. The average queu-
ing delay Wqi for AC [i] can be obtained from the average service time as

Wqi =
1

λi

K−1∑
j=0

j · πi(j) +K (πi(0) + ρ− 1)

− TSi . (3.19)

Fig. 3.10 shows the results of the mathematical model and the simulator for the
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Figure 3.10: Average service time of grouping-EDCA for 2 stations transmitting AC[0] and
AC[2] traffic, Data = 256 B, DR = 1.3 Mbps

average service time of two stations, one transmitting AC[0] frames and the other
transmitting AC[2] frames for varying numbers of groups. When grouping is used,
Fig. 3.10(b-d), the average service time initially decreases as the traffic load increases.
For low priority traffic, this trend is reversed at higher traffic loads, where the service
time starts to increase again. The initial high average service time is caused by the
delay in the transmission of the first message in the queue when it arrives during
the group inactive time. At low traffic loads, the buffer is empty most of the time,
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so the first message to arrive directly is placed on top of the queue, however, if the
arrival occurs during the inactive time of the group, there can be a significant delay
before the message is transmitted. Subsequent messages that are generated during
the inactive time do not affect the average service time in the same way as they are
not immediately placed on top of the queue. Hence, their service time is just the
sum of the station contention delay, transmission delay, and possibly retransmission
delay. As the traffic load increases, the average service time decreases until the con-
tention delay becomes significant enough to invert the decreasing trend for the low
priority traffic. Overall, the number of groups affects the average service times of
both priority classes. With more groups, the average service times increase.

3.3.4 Extensions of the Model

The model can be further extended to consider RTS/CTS and hidden terminals. The
first merely requires changing the expressions of TS and TC , while; the second re-
quires the introduction of the parameter h, representing the fraction of stations in a
group that are hidden terminals.

The probability of successful transmission in a backoff slot by a station using
AC [i] from (3.5) becomes

psi = ni · τi (1− τi)ni(1−h)−1+nih
Tv
σ

3∏
j=0
j 6=i

(1− τj)nj(1−h)+njh
Tv
σ , (3.20)

The probability of collision for a station using AC [i] is

pci = 1− (1− τi)ni(1−h)−1+nih
Tv
σ

3∏
j=0,j 6=i

(1− τj)nj(1−h)+njh
Tv
σ . (3.21)

3.4 Final Remarks

This chapter presented two studies conducted on the new MAC mechanisms of the
IEEE 802.11ah standard. The goal of the first study was to propose a method of
combining the RAW and TWT of IEEE 802.11ah to achieve energy-efficient uplink
transmission. A hybrid mechanism was proposed consisting of a contention phase,
in which the stations can reserve the channel resources required to transmit their
data, by transmitting a PS-Poll frame to the AP. In the data transmission phase, the
stations that successfully communicated with the AP during the contention phase
can transmit their packets to the AP in a contention-free slot.

The second study intended to investigate the performance of a station grouping
mechanism and whether it presented any problems to the statistical QoS provision-
ing of EDCA. The performance of the grouping mechanism for the four access cat-
egories defined by EDCA is given in terms of normalized throughput and service
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time. The model is evaluated numerically and validated against simulations. Both
the throughput and average service time expressions are compared with simulation
results. The results show a relatively good match between the model and the simu-
lations, both in terms of throughput and service time. The model seems to be a good
predictor of the transition from non-saturated to saturated conditions.

Future research directions could involve relaxing some of the assumptions used
in the formulation of the models, in particular that all packets are the same size and
that the channel is ideal. One of the limits of the RAW mechanism is that all the
slots assigned to a group of stations must be the same size. If all stations transmit
packets of the same size, using the same modulation and coding scheme, the fixed
slot size of the RAW is not a problem. However, when this is not the case, the length
of the slots must be designed to fit the longest data transmission. Inevitably, in the
proposed hybrid access mechanism, this would result in some of the slots being
underutilized, consequently decreasing channel utilization. In this scenario, the AP
may have to schedule multiple stations to transmit in the same slot if they have small
packets. The other assumption that could be removed is the channel and collision
models. Replacing the ideal channel with a statistical models would allow to study
the effects of different grouping strategies on the number of hidden terminals in the
network.



Chapter 4

Alternative Random Access
Mechanisms for LoRaWAN

This chapter investigates alternative random access mechanisms for LoRaWAN,
namely slotted Aloha (S-ALOHA) and non-persistent carrier sense multiple access
(NP-CSMA). The goal is to investigate the performance of these random access
mechanisms within LoRa to understand if they offer a valid alternative to the pure-
Aloha (P-ALOHA) channel access of LoRaWAN. To assess this, the interference
in a single gateway LoRa network is characterized under P-ALOHA, S-ALOHA,
and NP-CSMA channel access. P-ALOHA is the channel access adopted by some
LPWANs such as Sigfox and LoRaWAN. The simplicity of Aloha lies in it allowing
simple and low cost transceiver design, giving P-ALOHA an advantage in terms
of channel access delay and energy per transmission compared with other random
access protocols. However, P-ALOHA is known to suffer from limited scalability
and to offer smaller normalized throughput. This chapter explores the use of
alternative random access mechanisms in LoRa to understand if the performance of
S-ALOHA and CSMA in LoRa can justify the increased complexity and cost of the
end devices.

4.1 Random Versus Scheduled Access in LoRa

Before presenting the mathematical model that will be used to analyze and compare
the performance of different access mechanisms in LoRa, this section provides an
overview of the channel access mechanisms that have recently been proposed for
LoRa.

Many works in the literature address this aspect by proposing alternative
medium access mechanisms in LoRaWAN. In general, one of two reasons are given
to motivate the proposal of a new access mechanism in LoRaWAN. The first is to
introduce/enhance the QoS provided to the EDs via the use of scheduling mech-
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anisms for deterministic data transmissions of a limited number of devices. This
motivation is mainly adopted when the use of LoRa is suggested for time-critical
industrial use cases. The second motivation is to enhance the scalability of LoRa in
non-time-critical applications, allowing it to better serve a larger number of EDs via
the use of random access mechanisms such as S-ALOHA and CSMA.

Within the perspective of massive M2M communication, this chapter adopts the
second motivation, focusing on random access mechanisms for enhancing LoRa scal-
ability. A taxonomy of the medium access mechanisms proposed for LoRa is shown
in Fig. 4.1.

Random Access

Under the random access classification, two channel access mechanisms have been
proposed for LoRa: S-ALOHA and NP-CSMA.

In S-ALOHA, all EDs are synchronized to a common time reference. The syn-
chronization is exploited by defining timeslots for the EDs’ transmission attempts.
The critical issue affecting S-ALOHA is the required synchronization. The synchro-
nization accuracy directly affects the performance of S-ALOHA. Moreover, provid-
ing accurate and energy-efficient synchronization over the wide-area covered by a
LoRa network can be challenging, especially considering that LoRa and LoRaWAN
were not designed to operate with synchronous communication. An example of
S-ALOHA channel access with on-demand in-band time synchronization is pro-
vided in [60].

CSMA/CA is the second random access mechanism that has been proposed for
LoRa networks. In CSMA, the theoretical gain in performance derives from the use
of a listen before talk (LBT) mechanism. With LBT, any ED that wants to transmit a
message to the gateway first has to sense the channel to determine if it is free. Only
if this is the case, the ED can transmit its message to the gateway. The use of LBT can
reduce the interference level in the network, resulting in an increased packet success
probability. Unlike S-ALOHA, CSMA does not require synchronization of the EDs.
However, the performance of CSMA is affected by other problems that need to be
investigated in LoRa, such as the hidden terminal problem, the exposed terminal
problem, and the increased energy consumption due to idle listening. Examples of
investigations on different CSMA variants in LoRa, conducted using simulations,
can be found in [61, 62, 63, 64].

All these works provide reason to think that LoRa networks could benefit from
the use of more advanced random access mechanisms, however they only provide a
proof of concept without generalization on design guidelines. In contrast, the math-
ematical model that is proposed allows the direct comparison of the performance of
three random access mechanisms P-ALOHA, S-ALOHA, and NP-CSMA, within the
same framework. Moreover, the proposed model incorporates the time- and power-
capture effects and interference behavior of LoRa CSS technology described in Sec-
tion 2.3.1. All the main parameters of the studied random access mechanisms have
been included in the model, allowing the exploration of the design space of the ran-
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dom channel access in LoRa: the guard time in S-ALOHA or the sensing threshold
in CSMA.

Scheduled Access

The scheduled access category includes all the channel access mechanisms in which
the available channel resources are divided between the EDs to achieve contention-
free data transmission. The EDs can request the gateway to schedule resources using
a random access mechanism as in [65], self-schedule as in the case of [66], or let the
gateway schedule the transmissions as in [67, 68, 69].

Figure 4.1: Taxonomy of the channel access mechanisms proposed for LoRa

4.2 Modeling Random Access in LoRa

In the scenario considered by the model, the EDs are homogeneously distributed ac-
cording to a Poisson point process (PPP) of intensity λ on a disk region of radius R
in a 2-D Euclidean space. At the center of the region is the gateway. Messages from
EDs are not acknowledged by the gateway, and the traffic in the network is exclu-
sively uplink. All EDs, independent of the access mechanism, have to comply with
the maximum duty-cycle α imposed by regional regulations. EDs are equipped with
omnidirectional antennas and transmit on the same channel using the same trans-
mitting power pt. Each ED is assigned one of the six quasi-orthogonal SFs available
in LoRa. The LoRa Network Server makes this assignment based on the SNR of the
received packet, but, for simplicity, it is assumed that the allocation of SF is a func-
tion of the distance between the EDs and the gateway. Let K be the set of available
SFs and K be the cardinality of the set, then the deployment region is divided in
K disjointed annuli. For the annuli of SFp, the inner and outer radii are lp−1 and lp
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.2.

The channel is modeled with Rayleigh block-fading, additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN), and free space path loss (FSPL). The variance of the AWGN is

σ2 = −174 + NF + 10logBW [dBm], (4.1)

where NF is the noise figure of the receiver and BW is the channel bandwidth.
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Figure 4.2: LoRa single gateway scenario

Based on the observation from Section 2.3.1, perfect orthogonality of the SFs is
assumed and only the dominant co-SF interference is considered. The decision to
consider dominant co-SF instead of cumulative interference stems from the different
scenario that is considered by this chapter. Access mechanisms such as S-ALOHA
and CSMA can reduce the number of interferers affecting a transmission. The com-
bined effect is one of reducing the number of interfering EDs. Under these circum-
stances, it can be argued that the use of dominant interference is more appropriate
than the use of cumulative interference.

The strongest of all the interferers affecting a transmission is denoted as the dom-
inant interference. In the case of all EDs transmitting using the same transmitting
power pt, the dominant interference of SFq is given by

Iq∗ = pt γ max
xk∈φI,q

{
Gk‖xk‖−β

}
, (4.2)

where φI,q is the point process of the interferers using SFq . The goal of the next
sections will be to characterize φI and find the intensity of the interferers V for
P-ALOHA, S-ALOHA, and NP-CSMA.

4.3 Pure Aloha

The case of P-ALOHA best resembles the behavior of Class-A EDs, for which, as soon
as a message is generated, transmission occurs immediately if the duty-cycle allows
it. As each ED chooses independently when to transmit, the interferers’ distribution
is obtained from an independent thinning of the EDs’ distribution.

In the case of EDs in saturation condition and with duty-cycle α, the intensity of
the PPP of the interferers is given by

VP-ALOHA = 2αλ, (4.3)
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where the factor two accounts for the vulnerability time of transmissions in
P-ALOHA.

As discusses in Section 2.3.1, LoRa is immune to interference affecting the first
few symbols in a message preamble. Depending on the length of the configurable
part of the preamble, the vulnerability time of a message can be reduced by (Tp −
5Tsym)/(ToA), where Tp is the preamble duration and Tsym = 2SF/BW is the symbol
time. This effect becomes significant for small payloads (i.e., a few bytes) because of
the reduction in ToA. The intensity of the PP of the interferers for LoRa is

VLoRa =

[(
2− Tp − 5Tsym

ToA

)
· α · λ

]
< VP-ALOHA. (4.4)

4.4 Slotted Aloha

In S-ALOHA, the time is divided into timeslots, and each ED randomly and inde-
pendently chooses a timeslot for its transmission. Hence, like in P-ALOHA, the
interferers’ point process is obtained from an independent thinning of the original
PPP of the EDs. The performance of S-ALOHA is strongly affected by the accuracy
of the synchronization between the transmitters, required to allign the transmissions
to the timeslots. Synchronization errors, if not compensated for by an adequately
sized slot guard interval, can cause unnecessary inter-slot collisions. Let Tg be the
size of a timeslot guard interval and, ToA be the time on air of a frame; the intensity
of interferers in S-ALOHA is then

VS-ALOHA = (1 + g) (1 + pL + pR) · α · λ, (4.5)

where g = Tg/ToA, whereas pL and pR are the probability of inter-slot collision
with the previous and successive timeslots respectively. If all EDs are perfectly syn-
chronized, the probability of inter-slot collisions is zero (pL = pR = 0) and the
guard interval is not required (g = 0). In this case, the intensity of interferers is
VS-ALOHA = α · λ = VP-ALOHA

2 .

In reality, a synchronization error is always present and can potentially cause
inter-slot collisions. Let us suppose that the synchronization error of each EDs is an
independent and identically Gaussian distributed random variable with zero mean
and standard deviation σ = d (i.e., N (0, d)). For any two frames transmitted by
different EDs, the bivariate distribution of the time error is given by

fX,Y (x, y) =
1

2πd2
e−

x2+y2

2d4 . (4.6)

The probability of inter-slot collision can be found as

p (τ) = P (X > Y + τ) = Q

(
τ√
2d

)
, (4.7)

where τ is the minimum amount of time error, relative to the transmission of two
frames that can cause an inter-slot collision to occur. Q (·) is the Q-function of the
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Figure 4.3: Guard interval maximizing the throughput T ∗
g , for uniform and Gaussian distributed

timing errors with standard deviation d. The guard interval without overlap should be inter-
preted as the value obtained by considering all frames overlap as collisions (i.e. Tc=0)

standard Gaussian distribution. The time error required to cause an inter-slot colli-
sion depends on the presence of guard intervals and time-capture effects typically
exhibited by spread spectrum modulations. In the case of a modulation without a
time-capture effect and in which guard intervals are not used (Tg = 0), any amount
of timing error causes an inter-slot collision, τ = 0 and pL = pR = P (X > Y ) = 1/2.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.4, a left collision is likely to affect the preamble of a frame.
If a significant number of preamble symbols are affected, the receiver is unable to
lock to the incoming frame. However, as observed in Section 2.3.1, only 5 symbols
have been shown to be sufficient. Hence, the probability of a left collision is given
by

pL = p
(
Tg + Tp − 5Tsym

)
= Q

(
Tg + Tp − 5Tsym√

2d

)
. (4.8)

A right collision is likely to affect the CRC field at the end of a frame, causing the
frame to be received by the gateway but possibly with a failed CRC check. The
probability of such an event is given by

pR = p (Tg) = Q

(
Tg√
2d

)
. (4.9)

In Fig. 4.3 the guard interval maximizing the throughput of S-ALOHA is shown for
different values of time uncertainty d. The next section discusses which options are
available to provide the synchronization required by the EDs to access the channel
using S-ALOHA.

4.4.1 Time Synchronization in LoRa

Time synchronization refers to the process that allows distributed nodes to share a
common sense of time. Synchronization algorithms must be executed in all nodes to
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ensure the time alignment of the local clock with respect to clocks in other nodes or
to a global clock. Roughly speaking, two main approaches can be defined: i) absolute
synchronization, when the distributed clocks refer to an actual global time standard
(e.g., the Universal Coordinated Time UTC), and ii) relative synchronization, when
time alignment is only relative to the local system, involving only local nodes. It
has to be stressed that absolute synchronization is not a mandatory requirement to
implement slotted channel access, but it can be beneficial for some user applications.

When synchronization over wireless networks is considered, additional chal-
lenges arise due to the many constraints dictated by the limited resource availabil-
ity (energy, bandwidth, computation capability), network topology, and unreliable
links. The low data rates available in LoRa represent a challenge for in-band synchro-
nization mechanisms, which can unacceptably reduce communication opportunities
for data transmission and affect the scalability of the solution.

In-Band Synchronization

For in-band-synchronization, the signaling messages required to synchronize the de-
vices are transmitted using the same channel resources as those used by the data
transmission. In other words, for in-band-synchronization, data and synchroniza-
tion messages have to share the same pool of resources. In LoRaWAN, synchroniza-
tion is provided by beacons transmitted periodically by the gateways and received
by Class-B devices. The synchronization is necessary to allow Class-B devices to be-
come active in time for regularly-scheduled downlink reception windows. In LoRA
networks with multiple gateways, the transmission of beacons at the gateways is
synchronized with a timing jitter of less than one microsecond. The synchroniza-
tion via periodic beacons is not supported by Class-A devices, unable to periodi-
cally wake-up due to more stringent energy budgets. Additionally, the beacons are
transmitted using a specific combination of spreading factor and code rate (SF 9 and
CR 3/4 in Europe), which means that not all the stations in the coverage area of
higher SFs can receive the beacons transmitted using smaller SFs. In the literature,
alternative methods of synchronizing LoRa devices have been proposed, that are
not based on periodic beacons. In [68, 60] an on-demand synchronization compati-
ble with Class-A devices is proposed using a two-way message exchange between a
device.

Out-of-Band Synchronization

Out-of-band synchronization, sometimes referred as hardware-assisted synchro-
nization, uses a separate pool of resources from the rest of the communication
for the transmission of synchronization messages. This is realized through the
use of a complementary system that can disseminate the time information to all
the devices. Synchronization mechanisms rely on accurate event timestamping to
minimize the local clock offset with respect to the chosen time reference. Hence,
the complementary system has to be designed to maximize the accuracy of the
Time of Arrival estimation (which is simply the timestamp marking the reception
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of an incoming frame or signal). The need for extensive coverage complemented by
indoor/outdoor capability must also be satisfied, possibly without increasing the
power consumption.

Highly sensitive receivers are required to fulfill these requirements, possibly pur-
posely designed for transferring time information. The following technologies, in
particular, can be highlighted: Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), radio-
controlled clocks (RCCs), and FM radio data broadcasting (as FM Radio Data Sys-
tem, FM-RDS) receivers.

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is probably the most diffused GNSS tech-
nology, exploiting trilateration algorithms to provide the geolocation of assets and
devices. Although several receivers from different manufacturers are commercially
available, their costs may be too high for some IoT applications, and the power con-
sumption is not compatible with battery-operated devices [70]. Last but not least,
GPS receivers require line-of-sight (LoS) with satellites, and can thus not be used
indoors.

Long wave RCCs may receive signals in the spectrum region from 40 to 80 kHz.
The use of low frequency allows for wide-area coverage and the capability to op-
erate indoor. The DCF77 transmitter [71] is an example of RCC transmitting from
Frankfurt am Main and capable to cover all central Europe. The time information
is amplitude modulated (AM) over a carrier of frequency at 77.5 kHz with a signal
bandwidth of 2.4 kHz. The beginning of each second deadline can be easily recog-
nized, providing a time accuracy in the order of 0.1 s.

The Radio Data System (RDS) is a supplementary digital data service that is su-
perimposed onto the regular transmission of an FM broadcast station. It is intended
to provide additional, real-time services including, but not limited to, traffic infor-
mation. The most diffused services are the program identifier (PI), traffic announce-
ment (TA), and list of alternative frequencies (AF). The digital data are transmitted
via double sideband amplitude modulation on a suppressed 57 kHz carrier, which
is the third harmonic of the pilot tone for FM stereo transmission. Data are biphase
coded with a data rate of 1187.5 bps. Data are hierarchically arranged into words
(16-bit wide), blocks (26-bit wide), and groups (104-bit wide). A 4-bit group type
code is assigned depending on the particular application. It should be highlighted
that a CT (clock time and date) group exists: it was purposely designed for receiver
synchronization. A CT block is transmitted once per minute, but the required ac-
curacy is poor, in the order of 100 ms [72]. Unfortunately, the CT may be absent
in some RDS data streams since it is optional and some broadcasting stations may
decide not to use it. Moreover, the use of FM-RDS for absolute synchronization is
not reliable since broadcasting stations are not required to be UTC synchronized. In
other words, when group transmissions are considered, relative time synchroniza-
tion can be achieved with an error in the order of hundreds of microseconds [73]
but offset with UTC may be unknown. Finally, it should be stressed that low-power
consumption FM-RDS modules can be realized [74].
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4.4.2 Out-of-Band Synchronization via FM-RDS

Fig. 4.4 shows the proposed synchronization and transmission mechanism for LoRa
with out-of-band synchronization. Each device that wants to transmit a message to
the gateway first has to synchronize using the periodic synchronization events trans-
mitted by an out-of-band time dissemination technology (DCF77/FM-RDS). Unlike
in LoRaWAN Class-B, where the synchronization is continuously maintained to al-
low the devices to wakeup for downlink transmission windows, here the device
only synchronizes before transmitting to the gateway. After receiving two succes-
sive synchronization messages, the device has sufficient information to compensate
for its clock offset and skew. The transmission takes place after the synchronization
is completed, in one of the timeslots before the arrival of the next synchronization
message, thus ensuring that during each transmission period only the devices syn-
chronized using the two most recent synchronization events are allowed to transmit.
With this constraint, it is possible to use relatively poor synchronization sources as in
the case of FM-RS. As long as all transmitting devices have been synchronized using
the same two messages, time errors in the transmission of the synchronization mes-
sages affect all transmitting devices and hence have no effect on the performance of
the timeslotted communication. However, there are still relative time errors between
the transmission of devices in the same synchronization period caused by the time
uncertainty, requiring the introduction of a timeslot guard interval.

Figure 4.4: Proposed scheme: (a) Structure of the timeslots for the proposed TX scheme, (b)
Collision of LoRa frames, and (c) Structure of a LoRa Data frame
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4.4.3 Contributions to the Timing Errors

In this section, a summary of the most significant factors contributing to the timing
errors is presented. Using the propagation of uncertainty, the cumulative effects of
all these contributions were calculated to derive the time uncertainty (d) in (4.7). A
combination of Type A and Type B uncertainties is used, the first obtained from a
probability density function derived from observed frequency distribution of hard-
ware measurements, the second from an assumed probability density function [75].

Propagation Delay Uncertainty

The propagation delay depends on the distance of the device from the gateway.
Whereas the propagation delay is a significant component of the time uncertainty
in underwater wireless sensor networks (UWSN) [76], in the context of this work, it
can safely be ingored as it is orders of magnitude smaller than other contributions.
As is common in the literature, it is assumed that the devices are uniformly dis-
tributed in a cell of radius R around the gateway. In LoS scenarios, the propagation
delay of a device at distance r from the gateway is r/v where v is the speed of light in
the air. As a consequence, the probability density function of the propagation delay
for a device using the same SF is triangular with mean µPD and standard deviation
σPD:

µPD =
2
(
R2
L +R2

l +RLRl
)

3 (RL +Rl) v
(4.10)

σPD =
(RL −Rl)

√
R2
L +R2

l + 4RLRl

3
√

2v (RL +Rl)
. (4.11)

The Type B uncertainty uPD can be estimated as
√
µ2
PD + σ2

PD; the average value
is taken into account since it is not a-priori known.

Transmission Time Uncertainty

Generally speaking, the transceiver is responsible for transmitting the LoRa frame
once the timeslot deadline has occurred. Unfortunately, traveling across the lower
levels of the node protocol stack adds additional delays that cannot easily be re-
moved entirely through proper calibration. In fact, such a delay depends on the
actual software/hardware adopted and can differ from manufacturer to manufac-
turer. For this reason, the Type A uncertainty uTX must be taken into account; it has
been evaluated experimentally in [77].

Local Clock Uncertainty

To calculate the local clock uncertainty, a simple skew model is used [78]. The un-
certainty in detecting the synchronization event, the latching of the local clock to
the interrupt generated by the out-of-band receiver, and the estimation error in the
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clock drift are considered. The complete derivation of the local clock uncertainty can
be found in Paper V; for brevity, only the final result is reported hereafter. The local
clock uncertainty for a simple skew clock model, synchronized using the mechanism
presented in Section 4.4.2, can be approximated as

uV ≈
√

5 · ut0s, (4.12)

where ut0s is the uncertainty in the detection of the synchronization message, which
was obtained performing experiments in agreement with the definition of Type A
uncertainty, using a Silicon Labs Si4703 FM-RDS decoder.

4.4.4 Results of Out-of-Band Synchronization

Discrete event simulations are used to determine if the out-of-band synchronization
mechanism proposed for LoRa can effectively be used to realize slotted communica-
tion. It is assumed that the out-of-band synchronization uses the FM-RDS periodic
events. To evaluate the effect of the synchronization on a timeslotted LoRa commu-
nication, LoRaSim [79], a discrete-event Python simulator for LoRa, was modified.
The simulation considers LoRa timeslotted communication in which each device has
a time uncertainty of the proposed FM-RDS synchronization. The value of every con-
tribution to the time uncertainty is shown in Table 4.1. The simulation parameters
are available in Paper V, page 7, while the normalized channel throughput obtained
from the simulations results is shown in Fig. 4.5.

Table 4.1: Time Uncertainties Used in the Simulator
Uncertainty Symbol Uncertainty Type Value
Overall u B 760.4 µs
Transmission time uTX A 1.4 µs
Propagation delay uPD B 14.15 µs
Local Clock uncertainty uV B 760 µs
Synchronization event reception ut0s A 340 µs
Clock utd B 0.577 µs

The results allow to compare the normalized channel throughput of a single
gateway LoRa network for the case of synchronous and asynchronous channel ac-
cess of Class-A devices. The performance of LoRa[ALOHA] represents the base-
line throughput of P-ALOHA in LoRa without synchronization. S-LoRa[FM-RDS]
represents the case in which the timeslotted mechanism is used with the proposed
FM-RDS synchronization, whereas S-LoRa[Ideal] represents the case of an ideal (i.e.,
perfect) synchronization. Both types of synchronization (i.e., FM-RDS and Ideal)
offer higher normalized throughput than the baseline asynchronous LoRa. The syn-
chronization performance that can be achieved by FM-RDS, together with the long
duration of LoRa frames, is such that with the assistance of a small guard interval,
the achievable throughput is very close to the throughput achieved with a perfect
synchronization.
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Figure 4.5: LoRa network normalized channel throughput for the asynchronous Aloha com-
munication (LoRA [ALOHA]) and for the proposed synchronous communication (S-LoRa).
S-LoRa [Ideal] represents the case without synchronization errors, whereas S-LoRa [FM-
RDS] is the case with FM-RDS synchronization errors. BW = 125 kHz, Payload = 10 B,
R = 6 km

4.5 CSMA/CA

CSMA/CA requires the EDs to sense the channel before attempting a transmission.
This sensing process can postpone transmissions that would otherwise increase the
level of interference in dense networks. Unlike S-ALOHA, an asynchronous CSMA
mechanism does not require the synchronization of the EDs. However, in CSMA, a
transmitter can suffer collisions from the presence of hidden nodes. Since the LoRa
coverage range can reach a few kilometers, a significant portion of the devices com-
municating to the gateway may be hidden from each other. Although virtual carrier
sensing (i.e., RTS/CTS) mechanisms, as in Wi-Fi, can be used to overcome this prob-
lem, it introduces extra communication overheads. With the large number of EDs
and low data rate, LoRa and LPWANs cannot generally afford this excessive signal-
ing overhead. Hence, in this context, only the physical carrier sensing is considered.
Physical carrier sensing can be obtained using LoRa chipsets through the use of the
channel activity detector (CAD) mechanism designed to detect the presence of LoRa
preamble or data symbols on the channel. Previous literature studies [61, 62] have
shown the effectiveness of CAD as a carrier sensing mechanism for realizing CSMA
channel access. This section considers an asynchronous non-persistent CSMA/CA
mechanism. In NP-CSMA, an ED that detects a transmission on the channel resched-
ules its transmission after a random backoff. During the backoff, the ED is not re-
quired to sense the channel and can enter energy-saving mode. Compared with
more aggressive versions, NP-CSMA is especially appealing to low-energy use cases
of LoRa.

The behavior of an ED in the considered NP-CSMA is as follows: upon gener-
ating a message for the gateway, the ED immediately senses the channel using the
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CAD mechanism available to LoRa transceivers. If the channel is detected to be free,
the transmission can occur immediately, if is detected to be busy, the transmission is
deferred to a later time. The new scheduled transmission time is randomly selected
from a delay distribution. During the random delay, i.e., the backoff, the ED is not
required to sense the channel and can instead enter sleep mode.

The point process distribution of the interfering EDs that have a message for
the gateway, and successfully contend for channel access, is approximated with an
MHCPP-II of intensity λ̃. λ̃ can be found by the thinning process of the original PPP
intensity λ by the probability that an ED other than the reference transmitter has a
message for the gateway and successfully contends for the channel. Not all the EDs
in a contention domain will be actively trying to transmit; hence, the probability ρ
that a device has a message for the gateway and is contending for channel access is
introduced. The intensity of the Matèrn hard-core point process of type II (MHCPP-
II) of the interfering EDs is given by

λ̃ = λρ
1− e−E[n∗

A]

E [n∗A]
, (4.13)

where E [n∗A] is the expected number of neighbors of an interfering ED.

An ED with a message will only be able to transmit to the gateway if it has the
smallest backoff counter of all the active EDs in its contention domain. Given that all
active EDs within the contention domain of the reference transmitter will be blocked
from transmitting, the expected number of neighbors for an interfering node has an
upper bounded determined by

E [n∗A] ≤
{
λπ
(
lp

2 − lp−12
)
· [1−H] ρ if H ≥ 0.5;

λπ
(
lp

2 − lp−12
)
·Hρ if H < 0.5,

(4.14)

where H is the fraction of EDs that are located inside the transmitter contention
domain, given by

H =

∫ 2lp

0

e−
P0
pt
γr−βfR (r) dr, (4.15)

where P0 is the sensing threshold and fR(r) is the distance distribution between two
random EDs using the same SF. If the EDs are uniformly distributed on a disk of
radius R, fR(r) is given by [80]

fR(r) =
4r

πR2

[
cos−1

( r

2R

)
− r

2R

√
1− r2

4R2

]
. (4.16)

Finally, the intensity of the interfering EDs for asynchronous NP-CSMA is given by

VCSMA =

(
2− Tp − 5Tsym

ToA

)
(1−H) λ̃, (4.17)

where the term in the first parentheses is the vulnerability time of transmissions in
CSMA. Considering that in asynchronous CSMA channel access, the transmissions
and backoffs are not aligned to timeslots, like for P-ALOHA, the vulnerability time
of transmissions is twice the ToA.
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4.6 Performance Metrics

This section presents the expressions of the metrics used to compare the performance
of the studied random access protocols. The first metric to derive is the transmission
success probability, which depends on the SNR and the SIR of the received frames.
As the SNR is not affected by the access mechanism used by the EDs, the expression
given in (2.5) remains valid. However, this chapter considers the dominant interfer-
ence Ip∗ given in (4.2). The SIR of a frame transmitted by an ED at distance r using
SFp is given by

SIR(r, p) =
ptHγr

−β

Ip∗ . (4.18)

where Ip∗ is the dominant of the co-SF interferers.

The probability that the SIR of a message transmitted at a distance r using SFp
and affected by co-SF interference is above the threshold δ is given by

P [SIR(r, p) ≥ δ] = P
[
Ip∗ ≤ ptHγr

−β

δ

]
. (4.19)

Using the total probability theorem, the CDF of the dominant interference can be
found as

FIp∗ (x) =

∞∑
k=0

µp
ke−µp

k!
[FXi (x, p)]

k , (4.20)

where µp is the expected number of interferers using SFp that can be obtained from
the intensity V of the interferers’ point process as

µp = Vπ
(
l2p − l2p−1

)
. (4.21)

Substituting V with the expressions found in (4.3), (4.5), and (4.17) allows the ex-
pected number of interfering EDs for P-ALOHA, S-ALOHA, and NP-CSMA to be
found. By using the series representation exp(x) =

∑∞
k=0 x

k/k! and taking the ex-
pectation over the channel gain H , the probability of satisfying the SIR condition
is

P [SIR(r, p) ≥ δ]=e−µp
∫ ∞
0

e−zexp

(
µpFXi

(
zl (r)

δ
, p

))
dz, (4.22)

FXi (z, p)=
γ

2
β

R2

[
e

−z
γr−β − 1

(γr−β)
2
β

− z− 2
β Γ

(
β + 2

β
,

z

γr−β

)]r=lp
r=lp−1

, (4.23)

where Γ (·, ·) is the upper incomplete gamma function.

Transmission Success Probability

Transmissions from an ED at distance r from the gateway are successful only if both
the SNR and SIR conditions, on the recerier side, are satisfied. The expression of the
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success probability for co-SF interference of an ED transmitting using SFp at distance
r from the gateway is given by

Psuc (r, p) = P
[
{SIR(r, p) ≥ δ} ∩ {SNR(r) ≥ θp}

]
≥ P [SIR(r, p) ≥ δ] · P [SNR(r) ≥ θp] ,

(4.24)

where P [SNR(r) ≥ θp] and P [SIR(r, p) ≥ δ] are given by (2.6) and (4.22) respectively.

The inequality comes from the fact that the probability that the SNR and SIR
conditions are satisfied are not independent. Let lp and lp−1 be the outer and inner
radius respectively, for the annulus containing all EDs using SFp.

The coverage probability for an ED in the cell is given by

Pcov =
2

R2

∑
p∈K

∫ lp

lp−1

Psuc (r, p) · rdr. (4.25)

Energy Efficiency

The energy efficiency, in this context, is defined as the expected number of bits suc-
cessfully delivered to the gateway per joule of energy used. Let PTX and PRX, respec-
tively, be the power consumption of an ED while transmitting and receiving/sensing
the channel. Assuming that the energy consumption in sleep mode is negligible, the
energy efficiency of an ED at a distance r from the gateway and using SFp can be
found as

η (r, p) =
Psuc (r, p) · Payload

E0
, (4.26)

where Payload is the payload size of the message and E0 is the average energy used
to transmit a message to the gateway, which depends on the employed channel ac-
cess method in the network. The average energy used to transmit a message E0

is shown in Table 4.2 along with the average energy to synchronize ESYNC and the
average energy for the listen before talk mechanism ELBT.

In S-ALOHA, it is assumed that synchronization is maintained by means of pe-
riodic beacons of time duration TB and transmitted by the gateway every TSYNC. In
NP-CSMA, the energy for the LBT mechanism is found by multiplying the expected
number of CAD required per transmission by TCAD, the time it takes the ED to per-
form a CAD.

Table 4.2: Expressions of the Energy Consumption of P-ALOHA, S-ALOHA and NP-CSMA
P-ALOHA S-ALOHA NP-CSMA

E0 PTXToA PTXToA + ESYNC PTXToA + ELBT

ESYNC — PRXTB ·
(

ToA
αTSYNC

)
—

ELBT — — PRXTCAD
E[nA]

1−e−E[nA]
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Normalized Channel Throughput

The normalized channel throughput represents the fraction of time that the channel
is used by the EDs to successfully transmit a frame to the gateway. The channel
can be any of the virtual channels formed by a 2-tuple (SF, ch). Assuming, without
loss of generality, that all EDs communicate using the same physical channel, the
normalized channel throughput for SFp is calculated as the product of the offered
traffic by the success probability

Sp = αλ

∫ lp

lp−1

Psuc(r, p) ·
2r

lp
2 − lp−12

dr. (4.27)

4.7 Results and Discussion

This section presents the results of the model obtained for the set of parameters avail-
able in Paper IV, page 7. As the SNR is not affected by the access mechanism adopted
by the EDs, the success probability in Fig. 4.6 only considers the SIR condition. The
SIR success probability (P [SIR(r, p) ≥ δ]) has been validated with Monte Carlo simu-
lations. The rest of the performance metrics were all derived from the success prob-
ability.

Fig. 4.6(a) shows the SIR success probability for the three access mechanisms un-
der investigation. As expected, it can be seen that both S-ALOHA and CSMA out-
perform P-ALOHA. However, while CSMA offers the highest success probabilities
to the smallest SFs, S-ALOHA offers the highest success probabilities to the largest
SFs. As discussed in more detail in the analysis of Fig. 4.8, this is not due to some
property of the SF but to the fact that EDs with larger SFs tend to be located on
the outer area of the coverage region, increasing the probability of hidden terminal
pairs in CSMA. Fig. 4.6(b) shows the energy efficiency of the channel access mecha-

(a) SIR success probability (b) Energy efficiency, N̄ = 3000

Figure 4.6: SIR success probability and Energy Efficiency of P-ALOHA, S-ALOHA, and
NP-CSMA; N̄ = 3000, Payload = 10 B, BW = 125 kHz, α = 0.33
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nisms obtained using (4.26). All three access mechanisms exhibit a decreasing trend
in energy efficiency as the distance from the gateway increases. NP-CSMA shows
consistently higher energy efficiency than P-ALOHA. S-ALOHA has the lowest en-
ergy efficiency of all three access mechanisms, when used by the EDs closest to the
gateway. The EDs located in proximity of the gateway can already achieve high
transmission success probability, thanks to the power capture at the gateway, with-
out the use of S-ALOHA and so without expending energy for synchronization. EDs
located at greater distances from the gateway, achieve the highest energy efficiency
when using S-ALOHA, since CSMA becomes less effective at reducing the interfer-
ence due to the increased number of hidden terminals.

Figure 4.7: Coverage probability of P-ALOHA, S-ALOHA and NP-CSMA; N̄ = 3000,
Payload = 10 B, BW = 125 kHz, α = 0.33

Fig. 4.7 shows the coverage probability at different densities of EDs calculated
using (4.25). As the number of EDs increases, all three random access mechanisms
exhibit the same decreasing trend of coverage probability. The coverage probability
forN −→ 0 depends on the radius of the circular deployment zone as is the case for all
the random access. The coverage probability for N −→ 3000 depends on the random
access used, with P-ALOHA offering the worst coverage probability and S-ALOHA
the best. NP-CSMA coverage probability depends on the sensitivity threshold and
size of the area in which the EDs are deployed. For N −→ 3000, it can be seen that the
coverage probability of P-ALOHA and S-ALOHA are almost the same in the case of
R = 3 km and R = 6 km, which implies that in these conditions the system is not
noise-limited but interference-limited.

In Fig. 4.8, the parameter space of LoRa is explored in search of the best access
mechanism to use. The parameters investigated are the SF, the radius of the EDs
deployment area R, and the expected number of EDs N . The region of parameter
space where S-ALOHA offers higher energy efficiency than NP-CSMA is shaded.
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S-ALOHA should be preferred over CSMA only if both the radius and the number
of EDs are large. As the radius increases, CSMA is penalized by the arising of the
hidden terminal problem, which, by increasing the number of interferes, reduces the
success probability of a transmission. However, even for a very large radius, if the
number of EDs is low (N < 500), CSMA is still able to outperform S-ALOHA in
terms of energy efficiency. This is because the number of possible interfering EDs is
low, which means that it is unlikely that a frame will be lost due to interference. In
this case, S-ALOHA offers very little performance gain over P-ALOHA or CSMA,
which are ultimately preferable given their higher energy efficiency. In the case of
very dense LoRa networks with small areas and large populations of EDs, CSMA
unsurprisingly, outperforms S-ALOHA. In these conditions, there are no hidden
terminals in the network, allowing NP-CSMA to achieve the highest transmission
success probability. Since EDs that use SF7 occupy the area closest to the gateway,
the average distance between two random EDs using SF7 is smaller than for any
other SFs. Due to their advantageous spatial distribution, EDs that use SF7 tend
to encompass most other EDs using SF7 in their carrier sensing range, resulting in
fewer hidden terminal pairs. Consequently, a CSMA mechanism can offer higher
energy efficiency to SF7 than to any larger SF. This can be generalized to any pair
of SFs, with CSMA performing better with smaller than with larger SFs. Given the
quasi-orthogonality of SFs, it could be interesting to investigate the simultaneous
use of different access mechanisms by different SFs. This would inevitably increase
the complexity of the MAC layer design, however, LoRaWAN already defines three
classes of devices with different downlink transmission mechanisms. A similar dis-
tinction could be made on the uplink, however, instead of basing it on class alone it
could be based on a combination of the class and SF of the devices.

Figure 4.8: The region of the parameter space (SF, R, and N̄ ) in which the energy efficiency
of S-ALOHA is greater than NP-CSMA. The area with unique shaded/pattern fill suggests the
use of S-ALOHA for an SF, and NP-CSMA otherwise. Regions obtained for P0 = −140 dB

In Fig. 4.9, the normalized channel throughput for SF8 and SF12 is shown. These
results, obtained from (4.27) show the relation between throughput and number
of EDs. To assess the benefits that the power-capture effects in LoRa modulation
have on channel throughput, the theoretical throughput curves for P-ALOHA
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(Ge−2G) and S-ALOHA (Ge−G) have been drawn for an ideal channel without
power-capture effects. The power-capture effect is particularly useful not only for
increasing the maximum throughput (channel capacity) but also, thanks to the small
capture threshold δ = 1 dB, for maintaining high throughput as the load in the
network increases. Once again, there is the confirmation that the smaller SFs benefit
more from CSMA than S-ALOHA as shown by the higher throughput of CSMA for
SF8 and the higher throughput of S-ALOHA for SF12.

Figure 4.9: Channel throughput of the studied access mechanisms (the curves for Ge−2G and
Ge−G are without capture effect); R = 3 km, Payload = 10 B, BW = 125 kHz, α = 0.33

4.8 Final Remarks

This chapter investigated the performance of three random access mechanisms for
uplink data transmission that could be implemented in LoRa. The model presents
the derivation of the intensity of interfering EDs for P-ALOHA, S-ALOHA, and
NP-CSMA. Three performance metrics have been studied: the transmission suc-
cess probability, the energy efficiency, and the channel throughput. In the case of
S-ALOHA, an out-of-band synchronization was proposed to overcome the limited
bandwidth available to LoRa for providing synchronization. The goal of this chapter
was to asses if replacing the P-ALOHA access mechanism of LoRaWAN with other
types of random access mechanisms could provide benefits in terms of transmission
success probability without decreasing the energy efficiency of the communication.
While both S-ALOHA and CSMA can be effective at reducing the interference level
in LoRa networks, the two operate at their best under very different scenarios.

Two future directions can be envisioned for this work. The first is to extend the
analysis to include the delay metric, especially critical for industrial uses cases. The
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current model can already provide an estimate of the access delay of the three access
mechanisms. However, because it is assumed that the gateway does not transmit
acknowledgments and there are no retransmissions, it is not possible to calculate
the delay before a frame is successfully delivered to the gateway. The second direc-
tion is exploring the possibility that different devices in the same network could use
different access mechanisms.



Chapter 5

Modeling and Analysis of the
Interference in Clusters of
LoRaWANs

This chapter investigates the performance of LoRa in dense deployment scenarios.
Given the rapid growth of LoRa, dense deployment scenarios will inevitably see the
presence of neighboring LoRa cells. As discussed in Section 2.3, LoRaWAN is based
on an open-network architecture, meaning that a gateway receives the transmission
of any LoRa device independently of the device credential. Furthermore, while pub-
lic LoRa gateways relay the messages of any device registered in one of the many 3rd

party open IoT application providers, private network gateways do not. Moreover,
the relatively low costs of LoRa gateways coupled with the operation in unlicensed
bands mean that it is likely that the number of private LoRa networks will keep in-
creasing. This chapter investigates the interference in a scenario with multiple neigh-
boring private LoRaWAN networks. To asses by how much the performance of LoRa
could degrade as a consequence of increasing competition for spectrum resources, a
modified version of the stochastic geometry model presented in Section 2.3 is pro-
posed. The results confirm that in dense scenarios with non-cooperative private
LoRa networks, the inter-cell interference noticeably degrades system performance.

5.1 Selection of the Point Process

In a typical scenario, the LoRa end devices are distributed around the gateway based
on the ADR mechanism, or according to a fixed configuration, and each device trans-
mits using one of the six available spreading factors. To perform a comparative study
of both unplanned and planned cell deployment, the distribution of the cells (i.e.
gateway) is modeled using two types of point processes:

67
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• A Poisson point process (PPP) is used to model randomly and independently
located gateways;

• A Matèrn hard-core point process of Type I (MHCPP-I) is used to model
randomly located gateways separated by a minimum distance (hard-core
distance).

The first distribution is used to model a scenario in which the gateways have been
randomly and uniformly deployed in a region. The second distribution is used to
model a scenario in which the gateways, while randomly deployed, must be located
at a minimum distance from each other, representing the real-life constraints on the
location of gateways. For each gateway in the area, a point process of offspring
points is generated, representing the cluster of EDs surrounding each gateway. These
offspring points are distributed accordingly to a PPP on a disk of radius R centered
at their gateway (i.e., parent point).

The union of all the PPPs of offspring points forms a type of cluster process. A
cluster process is a collection of point processes constructed from an initial point pro-
cess φP of parent points, which in this case are the gateways. For each parent point
xi ∈ φP a set of offspring points Zi is generated using a stochastic mechanism. The
union of all the offspring points ∪xi∈φPZi form a new point process called a cluster
process. Depending on the type of parent and offspring point processes, many types
of cluster processes can be defined. In this work, two type of cluster process have
been considered:

• Matèrn cluster process;

• Cox cluster process.

In a Matèrn cluster process, the parent points are distributed according to a PPP.
The offspring are uniformly and independently distributed according to a second
Poisson point process in a disk of radius R around each parent point.

In a Cox process, the parent points are instead distributed according to an
MHCPP. An MHCPP is constructed from a PPP to which a dependent thinning is
applied. The dependent thinning consists of removing all points at a distance less
than d from any of their neighbors. The probability that an original point is retained
is given by

p =
1− exp

(
−λPπd2

)
λPπd2

. (5.1)

Like in the Matèrn cluster process, the offspring points are generated according to a
Poisson point process within a disk of radius r around each parent point.

An example of the realization of a Matèrn cluster process and a Cox cluster pro-
cess is shown in Fig. 5.1.
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(a) An example deployment of LoRa networks ac-
cording to the Matèrn cluster process with param-
eters: λG = 8.8 · 10−3 points/km2, λL ' 4.4 ·
10−2 points/km2 and R = 6 km
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(b) An example deployment of LoRa cells accord-
ing to the MHCPP-I for the gateways and a PPP for
the LoRa devices, with λG = 8.8·10−3 points/km2,
λL ' 4.4 · 10−2 points/km2 and R = 6 km

Figure 5.1: Realization of the stochastic geometry models for a multi-cell LoRa system: (a)
Poisson cluster process; (b) Cox cluster process with MHC for the cells

5.2 Mathematical Modeling of Multi-Cell LoRa

In this section, the stochastic geometry model for a single gateway LoRa network
presented in Section 2.3 is modified to calculate the success probability of an ED
transmitting in a multi-cell scenario.

Recalling the observations presented in Section 2.3.1 regarding the effect of inter-
ference in LoRa, the following choices were made while developing the mathemati-
cal model:

• to consider cumulative interference instead of dominant interference given the
larger number of EDs that can simultaneously transmit in a multi-cell LoRa
system, obtaining in this way the worst-case results

• to consider, as in [41], both intra- and inter-SF interference and to neglect the
effect of preamble collisions so that the results of multi-cell and single-cell can
be easily compared.

5.2.1 Inter-Cell Interference

Compared with the model presented in Section 2.3, a new component of interfer-
ence is present in this new scenario, caused by the transmissions from neighboring
cells. Considering the scenario depicted in Fig. 5.2, the same channel model and SF
allocation as used in Section 4.2 are considered, however, in this case the presence of
multiple clusters of LoRa devices requires the introduction of an additional index in
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the formulas to indicate the cluster of a device. Let φG be the point process distribu-
tion of the gateways. Let yi ∈ φG be the gateway of the i-th cluster, and ‖yi‖ be the
distance of yi from the reference gateway y0. Let φL,i,q be the PPP distribution of the
EDs transmitting using SFq in cluster i. The j-th ED of i-th cluster is denoted with
xi,j , ‖xi,j‖ is its distance from the gateway yi in the i-th cluster, and ‖xi,j + yi‖ is its
distance from the reference gateway y0. In the multi-cell scenario, the expression of
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Figure 5.2: LoRa multi-cell scenario

the cumulative interference from transmissions of the EDs using SFq and affecting
the reference gateway y0 is given by

Iq =
∑

x0,j∈φL,0,q

ptG0,jγ‖x0,j‖−β︸ ︷︷ ︸
Iqintra

+
∑

yi∈φG\y0

∑
xi,j∈φL,i,q

ptGi,jγ‖xi,j + yi‖−β︸ ︷︷ ︸
Iqinter

, (5.2)

where Iqintra is the cumulative intra-cell interference. The expression of the cumula-
tive intra-cell interference, for a scenario with one gateway, is given by (2.7). Iqinter is
the cumulative inter-cell interference originating from all the EDs transmitting using
SFq in the neighboring cells. The probability that a frame transmitted with SFp by an
ED at distance r from its gateway and affected by interference from SFq is received
with an SIR value above the threshold δp,q becomes
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P [SIR(r, q) ≥ δp,q] = P
[
H ≥ δp,q (Iqintra + Iqinter)

ptγr−β

]
= EIqinter

[
exp

(
−δp,qI

q
inter

ptγr−β

)]
EIqintra

[
exp

(
−δp,qI

q
intra

ptγr−β

)]
= LIqinter

(s) · LIqintra
(s),

(5.3)

where s =
δp,q

γptr−β
. The result in (5.3) is derived by considering a Rayleigh block-

fading channel H , and by using the generating function of the exponential random
variable. The transmission success probability can be found by substituting (5.3) in
(2.4) as

Psuc(r, p) ≥ exp
(
− σ2θp
ptγr−β

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

SNR

∏
q∈K
LIqintra

(
δp,q

γptr−β

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra-cell interference

LIqinter

(
δp,q

γptr−β

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-cell interference

.
(5.4)

The success probability of a transmitted frame can be lower-bounded by the product
of the probabilities that the SNR and the SIR calculated using the intra- and inter-cell
sources of interference.

The expression of the Laplace transform of the inter-cell interference LIqinter
is

found from the expectation of the SIR over the distance distribution of the EDs in
other cells. Given the way the gateway and EDs distributions have been generated,
this is equal to the distance distribution between a fixed point (i.e., gateway) out-
side an annulus and a random point inside the annulus (i.e., interfering ED). For a
detailed derivation of the expression of LIqinter

, the reader is referred to Paper III.

5.3 Results and Discussion

This section presents an analysis of the performance of LoRa in a multi-cell scenario.
The assessment carried out in this work is based on three key performance indica-
tors. The first one, related to communication reliability, is the probability of success
(Psuc), that is, the percentage of packets sent by the EDs that are correctly received by
the gateway. The second metric is the connection probability, namely, the probabil-
ity that an EDs in the cell successfully transmits to the gateway. The third metric is
the potential throughput [81], measured in bps/Hz/m2 as the average throughput
density per area per unit of bandwidth.

The SNR and SIR thresholds are given in Tables 2.1 and (2.3) respectively. The
parameters used in the analysis of multi-cell LoRa are given in Paper III, page 6.

5.3.1 Transmission Success Probability

The transmission success probability, obtained from (5.4), is shown in Fig. 5.3.
Fig. 5.3(a) shows the success probability when the gateways are distributed using
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a PPP. Fig. 5.3(b) shows the success probability when the spatial distribution of
gateways is an MHCPP-I. In both figures, the red line indicates the baseline success
probability for a single LoRa cell.
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(a) Poisson point process, with intensity λG.
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(b) Matèrn hard-core point process of type I,
with intensity λG and hard-core distance
d ≡ R = 6km

Figure 5.3: Success probability in a LoRa cell with R = 6 km, α = 0.33% and N = 1500. The
cell are distributed accordingly to: (a) Poisson point process; (b) MHCPP-I

In Fig. 5.3, the effect of inter-cell interference is visible in the decreased transmis-
sion success probability, especially for the EDs on the outer area of a cell. Trans-
missions of EDs on the outer portion of the cell are more affected by co-SF inter-cell
interference originating from EDs in neighboring cells. Conversely, transmissions
from the devices closest to the center of the cell, and hence the gateway, are less af-
fected by inter-cell interference since the sources of co-SF inter-cell interference are
significantly more distant than the intra-cell sources of interference. Assuming a
PPP for the cell results in a lower bound to the success probability compared with
the case in which a minimum hard-core distance is assumed (i.e., MHCPP-I).

5.3.2 Connection Probability

The connection probability is defined as the average success probability for the EDs
using a specific SF. The connection probability (Pcon) for SFp can be obtained by sub-
stituting the success probability (5.4) in

Pcon(p) =

∫ lp

lp−1

Psuc(r, p) ·
2r

lp
2 − lp−12

dr. (5.5)

The results are shown in Fig. 5.4. Due to the equal-interval-based allocation of the
SFs, the connection probability decreases as the size of the SF increases. The con-
nection probability shows a non-increasing trend as the cluster (i.e., cell) density
increases. The trend is more clearly visible in the case of clusters distributed using a
PPP, Fig. 5.4(a). In Fig. 5.4(b), the connection probability for an MHCPP-I distribu-
tion of clusters shows a less marked decrease, especially for SF7 and SF8.
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(a) Poisson point process, with intensity λG.
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(b) Matèrn hard-core point process of type I,
with intensity λG and hard-core distance d ≡
R = 6 km.

Figure 5.4: Connection probability in a LoRa cell with R = 6 km, α = 0.33% and N = 1500.
The cells are distributed accordingly to: (a) PPP, and (b) MHCPP-I

5.3.3 Potential Throughput

The potential throughput for each SF can be obtained from the connection probabil-
ity as

E [S (p)] = παλL
(
lp

2 − lp−12
)
λGPcon(p)τ(p), (5.6)

where παλL
(
lp

2 − lp−12
)
λG is the average density of the active EDs with SFp,

Pcon(p) is given by (2.4) and τ(p) is the spectral efficiency calculated as the ratio
between data rate DR and channel bandwidth BW.

The results are shown in Fig. 5.5 for the six SFs and two point processes under
study. In the absence of inter-cell interference, the throughput density should in-
crease linearly with the intensity of the clusters λG. This is the case for SF7 and
SF8 in particular, however, for larger SFs the reduction in the increasing trend of
the throughput density visible at λG = 2 · 10−3 points/km2 is symptomatic of an
increase in inter-cell interference. Considering a PPP distribution of clusters, a de-
creasing trend starts to show for SF12 at λG = 4 · 10−3 points/km2. This means that
the inter-cell interference at that stage is such that the introduction of a new cluster
of LoRa devices in the scenario leads to a decrease in the overall aggregated through-
put of all clusters. In other words, the inter-cell interference causes a decrease in the
throughput of all clusters that is greater than the throughput gained by adding a new
cluster in the scenario. These results give an indication of the maximum scalability
of LoRa in a scenario with independent private LoRaWAN networks.

5.4 Final Remarks

This chapter investigated the impact of interference in a multi-cell LoRa system, in
which multiple independent LoRa networks are deployed in close proximity. The
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Figure 5.5: Potential throughput for different cluster intensity λG

model presents the expressions of the SIR and SNR distributions to capture the up-
link success probability of an ED with respect to its distance from the gateway. The
distribution of EDs was modeled using two cluster point processes to analyze the ef-
fects of both unplanned and planned gateway deployment. The description of frame
collisions and capture effects used within the model was derived from previous em-
pirical results available in the literature. The results presented reveal the effects of
the joint impact of co-SF, inter-SF interference, and intra- and inter-cell interference
on LoRa network scalability. The devices most affected by inter-cell interference
are those on the outer area of the cell and which consequently use the largest SFs.
Transmissions from EDs closer to the gateway are not significantly affected by the
inter-cell interference due to the higher signal strength with which transmissions are
received at the gateway compared with those from the more distant EDs in neighbor-
ing cells. This ensures that most of the inter-cell collisions result in the power-capture
of the frame transmitted by the EDs within the cells. Two future directions can be
taken to make this analysis more complete. Firstly, the model should be adapted
to consider LoRa networks with multiple cooperative gateways, either private net-
works with multiple gateways or public LoRa networks. Secondly, the cluster point
process should be replaced by two independent point processes, one for the EDs and
one for the gateways. This would allow for the design of LoRa networks’ parameters,
such as the gateway density required to achieve a minimum coverage probability in
an area with a specific density of EDs.



Chapter 6

Summary of Publications

Paper I

Modeling of Enhanced Distributed Channel Access with Station
Grouping: A Throughput Analysis

Motivation and Contributions

The RAW is the channel access mechanism proposed by TGah for use by the major-
ity of stations in IEEE 802.11ah networks. Hence, it is important to develop accurate
models of its behavior, obtaining more insight that can help in the design of its many
parameters. In the article, a mathematical model of the grouping-EDCA mechanism
is proposed and the results analyzed. The model is comprehensive in capturing
the saturation and non-saturation conditions of the stations and finite buffer size.
A three dimensional (3D) discrete time Markov chain is used to model the traffic
differentiation as well as the station grouping. Using the steady state probabilities
obtained from 3D Markov chain, throughput performance is analysed in order to
evaluate the effect of combining station grouping with EDCA. The throughput re-
sults are compared for different grouping parameters.

Novelty

Whereas the combination of DCF with a grouping mechanism has been the subject
of several studies [51, 52, 53], to the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first
work that focuses on EDCA.
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Limitation

The channel is assumed to be ideal. In terms of accuracy, the model suffers from
the assumption that the Markov Chain of the backoff procedure can be statistically
described as being in a steady-state condition. This can only be the case if a group of
stations is active for a sufficiently long time for the backoff process to evolve. Finally,
the studied access mechanism does not follow the IEEE 802.11ah standard specifica-
tion exactly, as the stations in the model save the values of the backoff parameters
between RAWs.

Author Contribution

Luca Beltramelli is the main author of the paper, responsible for the proposed math-
ematical model. The paper was written by Luca Beltramelli and Dr. Lakshmikanth
Guntupalli under the supervision of Dr. Patrik Österberg, Dr. Ulf Jennehag and
Prof. Mikael Gidlund.

Paper II

Hybrid MAC Mechanism for Energy Efficient Communication in IEEE
802.11ah

Motivation and Contributions

IEEE 802.11ah is a standard for wireless communication targeting M2M applications.
It includes significant modifications to the MAC layer of the IEEE 802.11 standard
family intended to provide energy-efficient communication to a large number of
energy-constrained devices. One of the challenges presented by the new standard
is the complex access mechanism in which parameters need to be adapted to the dy-
namic condition of the network. In this work, the new channel access mechanisms
introduced with IEEE 802.11ah are combined in a novel hybrid access mechanism.
The proposed communication mechanism is divided into two distinct phases: a con-
tention phase for resource reservation and a contention-free phase for data trans-
mission. In the contention phase, the stations can transmit a message to reserve the
channel for their data transmission. In the contention-free phase, the AP assigns the
channel time required by each station. The presented transmission mechanism is
fully compliant with the standard and allows for a greater degree of flexibility for
adapting to changes in the traffic load, while simultaneously reducing energy con-
sumption.

Novelty

The article presents a novel hybrid mechanism for uplink transmission in the
IEEE 802.11ah standard. The energy and delay performance of the standard RAW
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and TWT mechanisms and the proposed hybrid mechanism are evaluated and
compared using an analytical model.

Limitation

In the study the channel and collision models are ideal, that is the channel is de-
terministic and no capture effects are considered. All the stations are assumed to
be in the same contention region, meaning that no hidden terminal is present in
the network. While these assumptions do not affect the comparative analysis be-
tween the proposed hybrid mechanism and the standard mechanisms, the obtained
results cannot be used as a reliable indication of the actual energy consumption of
IEEE 802.11ah device. The proposed hybrid mechanism operates based on the as-
sumption that the duration of all the uplink transmissions is the same. This is sel-
dom verified in real use cases, therefore, further studies would have to be conducted,
investigating scenarios with heterogeneous packet size.

Author Contribution

Luca Beltramelli is the main author of the paper, responsible for conceiving the pro-
posed mechanism and mathematical model. Luca Beltramelli wrote the paper under
the supervision of Dr. Patrik Österberg, Dr. Ulf Jennehag and Prof. Mikael Gidlund.

Paper III

Interference Modeling in a Multi-Cell LoRa System

Motivation and Contributions

As the market for low-power wide-area network (LPWAN) technologies expands
and the number of connected devices increases, it becomes important to investi-
gate the performance of LPWAN candidate technologies in dense deployment sce-
narios. In dense deployments where the networks usually exhibit the traits of an
interference-limited system, a detailed intra- and inter-cell interference analysis of
LPWANs is required.

This paper studies the uplink communication performance of a LoRa link in a
multi-cell LoRa system. To such an end, mathematical tools from stochastic geome-
try and geometric probability have been used. The expression of intra- and inter-cell
interference is used to calculate and compare the success probability under two types
of gateway distributions.

The model captures the effects of the density of LoRa cells and allocation of quasi-
orthogonal spreading factors (SF) on the success probability of LoRa transmissions.
To account for practical deployment of LoRa gateways, spatial distribution of the
gatewaysis modeled with a Poisson point process (PPP) and Matèrn hard-core point
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process (MHC). Using the analytical formulation presented, the uplink performance
is found in terms of success probability and potential throughput for each of the
available SFs in LoRa’s physical layer. The results show that in dense multi-cell
LoRa deployment with uplink traffic, the inter-cell interference noticeably degrades
system performance. The contributions of this paper are as follows: an analytical
model of the intra- and inter-cell interference for the uplink communication in a
multi-cell LoRa network employing quasi-orthogonal SFs in each cell, derivation of
the inter-cell interference from geometric probability and stochastic geometry, anal-
ysis and comparison of the intra- and inter-cell interference and success probability
under two types of gateway distributions.

Novelty

This was the first work in the literature to model the performance of a multi-cell
network analytically with quasi-orthogonal SFs. A Poisson point process (PPP) is
used for modeling the random and independent distribution of LoRa cells. In con-
trast, a Matèrn hard-core point process (MHC) is used to model a minimum distance
between cells, typically found in cell planning. In accordance with the results pre-
sented in [38] and [41], in addition to modeling intra- and inter-cell interference, the
proposed model incorporates the imperfect orthogonality between different SFs.

Limitation

The major limitation of the proposed model is in the assumed spatial distribution
of EDs. The distribution of EDs depends on gateway distribution rather than being
completely independent of it, that is, the ED are distributed according to a cluster
point process. The cluster point process simplifies the analysis, however it also re-
quires that each ED belongs to a particular gateway. This limits the type of scenarios
that is possible to analyze; it is not possible to study clusters of EDs with more than
one gateway nor public LoRa gateways operating according to the open-network
architecture of LoRaWAN.

Author Contribution

Luca Beltramelli is the main author of the paper, responsible for conceiving the
idea and the mathematical model. The Monte Carlo simulator was initially devel-
oped by Dr. Aamir Mahmood and later adapted to the multi-cell scenario by Luca
Beltramelli. The article was written by Luca Beltramelli with the collaboration of
Dr. Aamir Mahmood, under the supervision of Dr. Patrik Österberg, Dr. Ulf Jen-
nehag and Prof. Mikael Gidlund.
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Paper IV

LoRa Beyond ALOHA: An Investigation of Alternative Random Ac-
cess Protocols

Motivation and Contributions

One of the most critical challenges that LPWANs face is the interference caused by
simultaneous transmissions from a large number of connected devices. To man-
age and combat interference, the selection of effective and energy-efficient multiple
access mechanisms is paramount. It is therefore essential to explore all potential
medium access design choices available for LPWANs to best support all use cases.
This work investigated possible medium access solutions for LoRa, an LPWAN tech-
nology that has recently become popular in both industry and academia. A unified
analytical model is proposed, for investigating and comparing the performances of
three random access mechanisms P-ALOHA, S-ALOHA, and NP-CSMA in conjunc-
tion with LoRa chirp spread spectrum (CSS) modulation. Based on the latest re-
ported results in the literature, the model incorporates the time- and power-capture
effects and interference behavior of LoRa CSS technology.

Novelty

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this work represents the first comparative
study of alternative random access mechanisms for LoRa. Whereas previous studies
have proposed that LoRa could use S-ALOHA and CSMA, no study was conducted
using mathematical models to assess the performance of such mechanisms in LoRa.
The advantage of the proposed mathematical model is that it allows a comparison
of the performance of three random access mechanisms P-ALOHA, S-ALOHA, and
NP-CSMA within the same modeling framework. The analysis is extensive and en-
compass all the parameters characteristic to LoRa modulation and to the random
access protocols investigated. In particular, the following aspects have been consid-
ered: 1) time- and power-capture effects offered by LoRa, 2) slot guard interval and
synchronization error in S-ALOHA, and 3) the interference intensity in NP-CSMA
for sensing threshold values compatible with the CAD mechanism available is some
LoRa transceiver.

Limitation

The main limitation of the study is the straightforward scenario that was considered,
consisting of a single gateway and devices uniformly distributed in its proximity.
Some assumptions made to keep in check the complexity of the model further limit
the type of scenario that can be studied. In particular, the homogeneous behavior
and deployment of the devices used in the model may not be representative of a real
case scenario. Additionally, hardware limitations such as the maximum number of
frames that can be simultaneously demodulated at the gateway were not considered.
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Author Contribution

Luca Beltramelli conceived the idea of the paper with Dr. Aamir Mahmood. Luca
Beltramelli was responsible for developing the mathematical model and its valida-
tion. The article was written by Luca Beltramelli in collaboration with Dr. Aamir
Mahmood, under the supervision of Dr. Patrik Österberg, and Prof. Mikael Gidlund.

Paper V

Synchronous LoRa Communication by Exploiting Large-Area Out-of-
Band Synchronization

Motivation and Contributions

From the perspective of the design of access protocols, synchronization between
devices is useful because: a) it is required for the adoption of schedule-based,
contention-free communication protocols, and b) it can be used to realize syn-
chronous random access communication (i.e., S-ALOHA) effective at reducing
interference in a LoRa network. However, providing synchronization in the narrow
bandwidth available to LPWAN often means sacrificing valuable channel-time and
transmission opportunities while increasing the energy consumption of devices.
The paper investigates the use of out-of-band time dissemination technologies for
the synchronization of devices in a LoRa network. The paper proposes a synchro-
nization and transmission mechanism that, instead of being based on the beacons
transmitted by LoRa gateways, uses the periodic transmissions of FM-RDS. An ana-
lytical model of the proposed mechanism and its timing errors is presented. Using
the rules for the propagation of uncertainty, the cumulative effect of the timing
errors affecting the transmissions of a device were studied. The timing uncertainty
of FM-RDS is experimentally characterized and used to find the local clock errors
of a device. Finally, a discrete event simulator is used to obtain the throughput,
fairness and transmission success probability of the proposed synchronization and
communication scheme.

Novelty

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first time FM-RDS has been pro-
posed for out-of-band synchronization in LoRa. Recognizing the poor absolute syn-
chronization of FM-RDS, a new relative synchronization mechanism is proposed for
the synchronous transmission in LoRa networks.

Limitation

The article only studies the throughput and success probability achievable by a syn-
chronous communication in LoRa based on out-of-band synchronization. Energy
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consumption and delay analysis are of foremost importance to have a complete pic-
ture of the proposed out-of-band synchronization and compare it with in-band syn-
chronization methods [60, 68]. Some of the assumptions considered in the paper are
not general verified in real applications. In particular, all devices using a same SF are
assumed to generate the same traffic and transmit messages of the same size.

Author Contribution

Luca Beltramelli conceived the idea of the paper with Dr. Aamir Mahmood and
Prof. Emiliano Sisinni. Luca Beltramelli is responsible for developing the mathemat-
ical model and performing the simulations and gathering the results. The simulator
has been developed by Alexander Olsson as an extension to LoRaEnergySim [82]
and subsequently modified by Luca Beltramelli. The article was written by Luca
Beltramelli in collaboration with Dr. Aamir Mahmood, Prof. Emiliano Sisinni, and
Prof. Paolo Ferrari under the supervision of Dr. Patrik Österberg and Prof. Mikael
Gidlund.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

The objective of this thesis was to investigate and propose enhancements to the
channel access mechanism of wireless communication technologies for M2M com-
munication in the unlicensed spectrum. Among the candidate technology for M2M,
IEEE 802.11ah and LoRaWAN were chosen because of their radically different ap-
proach to the problem of managing the channel access of large number of devices.
Together IEEE 802.11 and LoRaWAN can be used to address a large proportion of
IoT use cases [11]. The analysis of the two technologies, explored many unique and
interesting design parameters. The performance metrics adopted for the study were
scalability and energy efficiency, identified as the two most critical for the category
of massive M2M communication.

The thesis had two goals: 1) to investigate the performance of IEEE 802.11ah and
LoRaWAN and the design of their MAC layer parameters, and 2) to propose and an-
alyze alternative channel access mechanisms for the two technologies. To achieve the
double goal, five research questions have been formulated specific to certain aspects
of the random channel access mechanisms of IEEE 802.11ah and LoRaWAN. The de-
sign aspect considered for IEEE 802.11ah focused on the grouping mechanisms and
included the choice of the number of groups, the number of stations per group and
the duration of a RAW. The design aspect considered for LoRa focused on the SF
allocation and on type of random access to use. Answering the research questions
allowed to characterize the performance of the two technologies in massive M2M
scenarios, to identify their design parameters, and to study the effect of the design
parameters on their performance metrics. The analysis of alternative channel access
mechanisms resulted in the proposal of a hybrid access mechanism for IEEE 802.11ah
(Paper II) and two random access for LoRaWAN (Paper IV and Paper V). The results
can be of interest to both designer and researcher, especially as more and more of
this type of technologies are being deployed.

Overall, the results and findings contained in this thesis support the idea of
IEEE 802.11ah and LoRaWAN as one of the key enabling technologies for low-cost,
wide-scale and energy-efficient M2M applications, with the possibility for each
AP/gateway to support thousands of M2M/IoT devices.
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Following is a summary of the answers provided to the five research questions
formulated in this work. Research Question 1 aimed at analyzing and predicting the
performance of the new station grouping mechanism introduced in IEEE 802.11ah.
To this end, a stochastic model was proposed to model EDCA with station grouping.
The model was validated using simulations and showed relatively good accuracy of
predicting the throughput and delay of the new channel access mechanism. Results
showed that grouping is effective for enhancing throughput and delay under heavy
traffic loads. Moreover, the statistical QoS provisioning of EDCA is preserved within
each group, although EDCA cannot ensure the QoS differentiation between different
groups. After having verified the effectiveness of the channel access mechanism
of IEEE 802.11ah, Research Question 2 aimed at finding a way to improve it, and
especially make it more suited for network with dynamic traffic loads. To this end,
the grouping-based random access mechanism was redesigned as a hybrid access
mechanism to reduce energy consumption and increase the resilience of the MAC to
changes in traffic loads. The results indicate that the proposed hybrid mechanism
can be effective in achieving both the desired objectives. However, in its current
form, its usefulness is severely limited by the restrictive assumption that all stations
are required to have the same transmission time.

In the case of LoRaWAN, models that had already been proposed in the litera-
ture only considered the case of a single LoRaWAN cell with one gateway. To study
the performance of LoRaWAN in dense scenarios, an updated model was required,
capable of modeling both intra- and inter-cell interference. For this reason Research
Question 5 was formulated as an investigation into the scalability of LoRaWAN in
high-density scenarios with multiple independent clusters of LoRa devices belong-
ing to different private LoRa networks. The results showed the impact of inter-cell
interference on the transmission success probability of devices located at the edge of
a cell to which large spreading factors are typically assigned.

The focus of Research Question 3 and Research Question 4 was an investigation
of the performance in LoRa of the random channel access alternatives to P-ALOHA
used by LoRaWAN. The study compared the transmission success probability and
energy efficiency of LoRa using P-ALOHA with those of S-ALOHA and NP-CSMA.
The analysis showed that the extent to which S-ALOHA and NP-CSMA are effective
at reducing the interference level in the network depends on many factors. The most
significant are device density and spatial distribution, allocation of the spreading
factors and the sensitivity threshold of CSMA.

7.1 Ethical and Societal Considerations

With the pervasive connectivity provided by M2M communication, many issues
have been raised regarding security, privacy and the general use of the data gen-
erated in wide-area M2M [83, 84]. However, these types of considerations do not fit
in the context of this thesis, which is limited to providing the best connectivity solu-
tions based on the application requirements. Rather, there are other issues that had
to be considered from the moment that changes were proposed to the MAC layer
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of wireless communication technologies. In particular, this study refrained from
proposing changes that violate the regional regulations on radio transmissions. For
the topic and technologies discussed in this thesis, there are restrictions, in particular
in regard to transmission frequencies, maximum transmitting power, medium access
policy, band transmitting duty cycle, and carrier sense levels. The reason for these
restrictions is to enforce the health, safety, and electromagnetic compatibility require-
ments imposed by regulatory bodies. In the case of the European Union, these are
contained in the Directive 2014/53/EU [85] and the ETSI EN 300 220-1 standard [86].

A strong reliance on mathematical modeling characterizes most of the works pre-
sented in this thesis. With the exception for the model in Section 3.2, ostensibly based
on the same assumptions as the previous literature model of DCF [58], all the models
presented in this work have been validated with the results from computer simula-
tions. The validations were conducted within the system parameter space used to
obtain the results contained in this work. For the model in Section 3.3, the validation
process used the results from NS-3, a discrete event simulators, whereas the models
in Chapters 4 and 5 were validated using results from custom made Monte-Carlo
simulators.

The contributions of this work have been formalized by the author only after a
careful review of the related published work available in the literature. All the claims
of novelty contained in this thesis and enclosed publications have been made to the
best of the author’s knowledge at the time of writing.

7.2 Future Research Directions

Many extensions can be envisioned based on the works presented in this thesis. The
hybrid mechanism proposed for IEEE 802.11ah operates on the assumption that the
transmission time of all stations is the same. Removing this assumption can compro-
mise the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism and instead require the adoption
of a heuristic method. This could be used to assign the stations with the shortest
transmission time to the same slot in order to achieve a better trade-off between
channel utilization and data collision probability. The multi-cell model of LoRaWAN
networks could be extended to model a more complex and realistic scenario in which
many private LoRaWAN networks are deployed in close proximity, and each net-
work can have more than one gateway. To have a complete picture of the alternative
random access mechanisms for LoRaWAN, an investigation on the delay distribu-
tion is required.

There are also a considerable number of research problems in the M2M MAC
layer design that have not been addressed in this thesis, for instance, how to improve
the latency and reliability of unlicensed band communication networks for critical
M2M applications and how to solve the coexistence problems between the differ-
ent technologies that are being proposed in the sub-1 GHz unlicensed band. The
candidate technologies for M2M in unlicensed spectrum, of which IEEE 802.11ah
and LoRa are prime examples, do not currently offer form of inter-technology coor-
dination. Combined with limited or non-existing QoS support and the rapid mar-
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ket growth of sub-1 GHz M2M communication, adjustment would have to be intro-
duced soon to avoid future performance degradation due to large-scale interference.
For these open issues, the solution could come from the dynamic spectrum access
enabled by the use of cognitive radios, the use of new interference mitigation tech-
niques, and an increased cross-technology coordination.

Finally, another issue that initiatives such as oneM2M [87] are trying to address,
is the lack of interoperability between different M2M communication technologies,
and especially the lack of a standardized M2M service layer. With the highly seg-
mented state of M2M communication and the abundance of competing proprietary
technologies, it will be important in the future to improve the interoperability be-
tween heterogeneous technologies and systems for M2M.
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